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ABSTRACT

Non-invasive assessment of retinal fundus image is well suited for early detection of ocular
disease, and is facilitated more by advancement in computed vision and machine learning.
Most of the Deep learning based diagnosis system gives just a diagnosis(absence or presence)
of a certain number of diseases without hinting the underlying pathological abnormalities.
We attempt to extract such pathological markers, as an ophthalmologist would do, in this
thesis and pave a way for explainable diagnosis/assistance task. Such abnormalities can be
present in various regions of a fundus image including vasculature, Optic Nerve Disc/Cup,
or even in non-vascular region. This thesis consist of series of novel techniques starting from
robust retinal vessel segmentation, complete vascular topology extraction, and better ArteryVein classification. Finally, we compute two of the most important vascular anomalies-arteryvein ratio and vessel tortuosity. While most of the research focuses on vessel segmentation,
and artery-vein classification, we have successfully advanced this line of research one step
further. We believe it can be a very valuable framework for future researcher working on
automated retinal disease diagnosis.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

A fundus image is a 2D view of eye taken from a funduscope (fig. 1.1). It is one of the easily
accessible, well studied, and robust measure for many ocular disease diagnosis because of
its non-invasive character, portability and cost effectiveness (Abràmoff et al., 2010). Fundus
imaging devices, funduscope, can yield images with different resolutions depending on their
price, quality, and purpose. An ophthalmologist is such variation agnostic in assessing a
patient’s eye condition, however, automated/computed aided diagnosis systems often fails
to work in a different domain than they were created in. This issue has mostly haunted the
current Machine learning paradigm(Deep Learning) where we need massive amount of data
in the first place, and needs to be either retrained or fine-tuned to make an existing model
to make it work in a different domain–different image resolution, different ethnicity, different
geography, age, gender, pre-existing conditions and many more (Gretton et al., 2009; Wang
and Deng, 2018).

1.1

Diagnosis in Color Fundus Images

According to CDC, around 1 in 5 people have some sort of diabetes that could potentially
lead to serious problems and this number is increasing yearly. It is also the seventh leading
cause of death here is US (cdc, 2020). Elevated blood sugar level can substantially harm
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Optic Disk

Cup

A)

B)

C)

D)

Figure 1.1: Different variations in fundus images. A) DRIVE fundus images: resolution 565 × 584,
approximate optic disk(white circle) and cup(light green circle) (Staal et al., 2004). WIDE dataset:
resolution 1237 × 809 (Estrada et al., 2015b). C) INSPIRE dataset: resolution 2392 × 2048 (Tang
et al., 2011). D) CHASEDB Dataset: resolution 999 × 960 (Fraz et al., 2012). We can see that such
images vary a lot based on their device. For example WIDE images are just a wide view around
optic disc, whereas others are full 2D view. They also differ in color contrast, brightness and level
of exposure making difficult for a single deep learning model to generalize on any task over all of
them.

blood vessels in the eye causing Diabetic Retinopathy (DR), however early detection of DR
can yield better prognosis of the eye and could prevent blindness and vision loss in the future
(Abràmoff et al., 2010; Klonoff and Schwartz, 2000). There are some well studied biomarker
that can be extracted from color fundus image to be aided in robust diagnosis of DR as
well as Hypertension and atherosclerosis; tortuosity(wigglenes), Artery/Vein ratio(ratio of
width of largest Arteries and Veins), exudates(yellowish patchy deforms caused by leaking
of fluids from ruptured blood vessels) (Baker et al., 2008; Ikram et al., 2013). Age Related
Macular Degeneration (AMD) is another leading cause of vision loss which usually affects
people in 60 or more age group. It has estimated cost of around $343 billion globally and is
not treatable at its advanced stage, however there are ways to mitigate or delay the effects
if detected early (AMD, 2020; Abràmoff et al., 2010; Otani et al., 1999). Early detection
of AMD in color fundus images can be identified by assessing the presence of drusens or
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changes in color pigment (Ferris et al., 2005).
Glaucoma is easily one of top-3 leading causes if blindness that chronically affects optic
nerve(Schuster et al., 2020). It can be diagnosed by using measures like Cup-to-Disc ratio
extracted from a color fundus image–which simply is the ratio of cup to the disk diameter
as in figure 1.1 (Bock et al., 2010). Similarly, thinning in arteries and veins are linked to
stroke and myocardial infraction (Hubbard et al., 1999; Wong et al., 2004). The well studied
deformities linked to various diseases as described in section 1.1 in color fundus image can
be categorised in two groups as Vascular and Non-Vascular.

1.1.1

Vascular deformities

Vascular deformities are the pathologically identifiable abnormalities in the vessel’s structure.
Such manifestation can occur anywhere in the vasculature from large vessels to minute vessels
which is hard to identify.
Turtuosity—Increased blood pressure can put strain on vessel making it winding in nature
that a normal one. It has been shown to be a crucial bio-marker for early detection of diseases
like diabetic retinopathy and Hypertension related damages in the eye (Hart et al., 1999;
Owen et al., 2009).
Arteriolar narrowing—Ophthalmologist measure arteriolar-to-venous ratio in order to
determine the narrowing of arteries, where the initial manifestation takes place in case of
hypertension (Hart et al., 1999; Keith et al., 1974). Similarly, there has been extensive study
of its link to diabetes, coronary artery disease, and stroke(Baker et al., 2008; Wong et al.,
2004).
Vessel topology abnormalities—The vascular topology is naturally designed to efficiently
3

carry and return blood from the eye (Murray, 1926). Any abnormal situations like strain,
blockage and rupture can cause the underlying topology to change noticeably like unusual
bifurcations, disconnected regions and shrinkage, crossing abnormalities where narrowing of
one of arteries/vein affects the other (Ikram et al., 2013; Wong et al., 2004). Sometimes
these changes are noticed early in smaller vessels than the bigger one as early signs (Hart
et al., 1999; Triwijoyo et al., 2020; Wong et al., 2004).

1.1.2

Non-vascular deformities

Non-vascular abnormalities are formed are formed when blood vessels are ruptured and fluids
leak to the surrounding appearing as yellowish spot or exudates (Khojasteh et al., 2019).
They can manifest in various shapes and sizes depending on the underlying disease severity.
Another form such spots appear are as microaneurysm lesions, widely present in diabetic
retinopathy (Joshi and Karule, 2018). Cotton wool spots appear as a result of ischemic
events in retina causes by arteriolar narrowing. The are distinguished by soft and hairy
edges, pale yellowish color (Roy et al., 1986; Triwijoyo et al., 2020). We primarily focus on
vascular abnormalities in this thesis.

1.2

Computer Aided Medical Image Analysis

Computer vision have been growing rapidly and solving challenging problems more robustly
than human beings in almost every sector (Gao et al., 2018; Krizhevsky et al., 2012; Voulodimos et al., 2018; Zhao et al., 2019). Application of computer vision in medical field is being
practiced in numerous ways ranging from diagnosis, assessment, robotic surgery and many
more. Similarly, there are some research focused on diagnosis in color fundus image. We can
4

categorize them in two approaches:

1.2.1

High Level Feature based approach

In this approach we extract medically plausible features as a doctor would do with some image
processing technique and use such features in the downstream diagnosis tasks. There are
numerous techniques in color fundus image as well that work with correct extraction of vessel
mask (Alom et al., 2018; Estrada et al., 2012; Khanal and Estrada, 2020), topology (Estrada
et al., 2015b), Artery/Vein classification (Claudia Kondermann, 2007; Huang et al., 2018),
exudates (Joshi and Karule, 2018; Khojasteh et al., 2019), haemorrhage marks, cup/disk
segmentation (Cheng et al., 2017; Motevali et al., 2021a), fovea and so on. These work also
include different vascular and non-vascular metrics like turtuosity, AV-ratio, tree analysis,
cup-to-disk ratio as their downstream task which further can be used to aid in early diagnosis
(Abràmoff et al., 2010; Wong et al., 2004).

1.2.2

Holistic approach

Recently, due to explosion of deep learning based approach, people are leaning more towards
holistic approach, where we feed massive amount of images to a overly parametrized neural
network and try to predict the labels (absence/presence of a particular disease, or severity
of a disease) (Agurto et al., 2011; Gulshan et al., 2016; Sahlsten et al., 2019). Such networks
are trained to minimize some sort of loss like cross-entropy between the predictions and true
labels. When trained for a long time, such network tend to outperform any other techniques
but the major caveat is that it is not well understood how the neural network links human
understanding of such abnormalities to its own internally derived abstract representations.
5

Because of this, especially in medical field, one cannot entirely rely on the result of neural
networks without an explanation on why exactly is the outcome plausible. There are numerous cases where neural networks can be easily fooled by small perturbations. This poses a
serious challenge in usability of deep learning approach, however one can use deep learning
based approaches to extract underlying features from the fundus image better than ever,
feature like vessel mask, cup/disk, topology, exudates, hemorrhage locations and measurements, and so on. These features then can be used to either assist an ophthalmologist or
diagnose with high confidence and explainability.

6

2 | FUNDUS IMAGE ANALYSIS

Deep Learning has been exploded in almost every sector from object detection, market
analysis, self driving cars, text summarization and many more since the revolutionary Image
net Paper (Krizhevsky et al., 2012; Voulodimos et al., 2018; Zhao et al., 2019). Deep learning
is based on thousands of small components called neurons chained together to make it deeper.
Activation functions like Relu, Sigmoid are used on each neurons to get the notion of nonlinearity. Each layer of such neural networks can have many neurons, and many layers.
Number of neurons and layers are a task specific hyper-parameters. For computer vision
class Convolutional Neural Networks(CNN) are used mostly, they have a number of kernels
of size k × k scanning the entire image, and have multiple layers of such kernels. This makes
CNN, location, size and many other factor invariant for identification of relevant patterns in
the image.
U-Net, shown in figure 2.1 a encoder decoder based CNN is one of the widely used
architecture in medical field (Ronneberger et al., 2015). Encoder compresses the image
distilling out the relevant information whereas decoder learns to reconstruct the original
target image from the distilled information, and U-Net does this in many resolutions making
robust tool for pixel-wise instance segmentation like vessel segmentation (Alom et al., 2018;
Khanal and Estrada, 2020), disease classification (Agurto et al., 2011; Gulshan et al., 2016;

7

Input

3 x 3 convolution

Predictions

Copy and crop

Down sampling

Up sampling

1 x 1 convolution

Figure 2.1: U-Net architecture (Ronneberger et al., 2015): It is an encoder decoder style CNN with
residual connections on multiple level with robust predictions on minute details.

Sahlsten et al., 2019), cup-disk segmentation (Cheng et al., 2017; Motevali et al., 2021a),
exudates segmentation (Joshi and Karule, 2018; Khojasteh et al., 2019).
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3 | BETTER RETINAL VESSEL SEGMENTATION

The first step towards extracting and doing analysis on vascular abnormalities is to correctly
segment the vessel structure. As fundus images comes in different varieties as mentioned
in figure 1.1, our model should be robust to all such potentially noisy situations. Existing
research shows that most of the techniques fail to predict fainter vessels (table 3.1, 3.2). Thus,
this chapter discusses the first step towards Complete Ocular Disease Diagnosis published
as the research journal titled “Dynamic Deep Networks for Retinal Vessel Segmentation”.

3.1

Introduction

Retinal vessels provide the only non-invasive view of the cardiovascular system. Thus, they
are a key diagnostic feature for a number of diseases, including diabetic retinopathy (Agurto
et al., 2011; Sahlsten et al., 2019), coronary heart disease (Rochtchina et al., 2007), and
atherosclerosis (Ikram et al., 2004). However, the current standard of care requires manual
inspection by an ophthalmologist, which makes it more challenging for people in developing
nations and low-income communities to receive care. For example, only 30% of African
Americans in southern Los Angeles reported being screened for diabetic retinopathy, despite
being the most at-risk ethnicity (Lu et al., 2016). Therefore, it is vital to develop automatic
retinal analysis methods to improve screening rates and public health outcomes.

9

The first step in a retinal analysis pipeline is to segment the regions in the image that
correspond to the vasculature. Formally, vessel segmentation is a binary classification problem, but it presents unique challenges. First, existing datasets are small—typically on the
order of 20-40 images—because an ophthalmologist has to manually trace every vessel in
each fundus image. In addition, we need to classify hundreds of thousands or even millions
of pixels per image, and the labels of nearby pixels are correlated.
Deep neural networks are the state of the art for a wide range of classification problems,
but, due to the aforementioned challenges, training a deep network to segment retinal images
is not straightforward. The two main strategies for applying deep learning to this domain
are: (1) dividing each image into small patches to maximize the number of training samples
(Ciresan et al., 2012) or (2) combining traditional convolutional layers with upsampling
to learn both local and global features (Ronneberger et al., 2015). In particular, the U-net
architecture (Ronneberger et al., 2015) and its extensions (e.g., Recurrent U-net (Alom et al.,
2018)) have achieved state-of-the-art results by applying the latter strategy.
However, U-net and other deep learning-based methods favor precision over recall. As
our experimental results in Tables 3.1 – 3.6 show, almost all state-of-the-art techniques
have notably lower false-positive vs. false-negative rates. One reason these techniques tend
to classify ambiguous vessels as background is because true positives (i.e., vessel pixels)
typically constitute only around 10% of the image. However, under-segmenting the retinal
vasculature can lead to missing faint vessels or underestimating the thickness of larger vessels.
This, in turn, can compromise later diagnoses since many crucial bio-markers—including the
artery-vein (AV) ratio, branching angles, number of bifurcation, fractal dimension, tortuosity,
vascular length-to-diameter ratio and wall-to-lumen length—require precise measurements
10

of individual vessels. In this work, we address this pitfall by using a dynamic, class-weighted
loss function during training. As our results show, our proposed approach achieves both
higher accuracy and more balanced precision and recall than prior methods. In other words,
networks trained with dynamic weights can better classify fainter or ambiguous vessels.
More concretely, we propose a two-stage segmentation method that combines both upsampling and patch-based processing.

Our approach also leverages loss functions with

stochastic weights to better balance precision and recall. As our experiments show, our
proposed pipeline achieves state-of-the-art results on five vessel segmentation datasets, including conventional fundus images (Staal et al., 2004), wide field-of-view (FOV) images
(Estrada et al., 2015b), and low-resolution video stills and mosaics (Estrada et al., 2012).
As Fig. 3.1 shows, we separate the overall vessel segmentation problem into two stages:
(1) likelihood estimation and (2) targeted prediction. In the first half of our pipeline, we train
a U-net architecture to estimate the vessel likelihood of each pixel using a stochastic cross
entropy loss. That is, we randomly assign a weight to each class on each training iteration,
which forces the network to alternate between higher false positive vs. higher false negative
rates during training, preventing it from getting stuck in a single minimum. In the second
half of our pipeline, we first separate potential vessel pixels into two categories—easy and
ambiguous—and then train a patch-based network to classify the latter. (Easy pixels can be
classified with a simple threshold.) This second network, which we refer to as mini-U-net, is
a scaled-down version of the network used in the first stage. To the best of our knowledge,
we are the first to apply stochastic weights for vessel segmentation, as well as the first to
combine both upsampling and patch-based learning into a single pipeline.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. First, we discuss related work on vessel
11

a) Original Image

b) Prob-map by u-net
c) SRS

a

e) Seed mask

d) Skeletonize by support

Apply mask

f) Seed for ambiguous region

i) Final result
g) Mini U-net

h) Update

Input

Figure 3.1: Dynamic Vessel Segmentation Pipeline: We separate vessel segmentation into
simpler tasks. The steps in gray boxes are fixed, while the ones in blue require training. In (a), we
first extract the green channel and pre-process it with contrast adaptive histogram equalization.
Then, in (b) we train a U-net architecture using a dynamic loss function. This network outputs
a likelihood map across the entire image. In (c), we use two thresholds, support and resistance,
(SRS) to separate easy (top image) from ambiguous (bottom image) pixels. We assign the final
labels to easy pixels at this stage. To classify ambiguous pixels, in (d) we use the support threshold
to generate a high-recall estimate of the vascular structure (left image) and then skeletonize this
mask (right image). We then intersect this skeleton with a lattice mask (shown in (e)) to find a set
of seed points (shown in (f )). The left image in (f ) shows the seed locations for the entire image,
while the right image is a close-up of the square shown in red. We then define a small patch around
each seed point and train a small network (mini-U-net) on these patches (g). Each patch has two
channels. The channel highlighted with the purple border is extracted from the original likelihood
map, while the channel with the green border includes only the ambiguous pixels in that region. In
(h), we merge the mini-U-net predictions for ambiguous pixels with the labels for the easy pixels
to obtain our complete segmentation result (shown in (i)). Figure best viewed on-screen.
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segmentation, particularly deep learning-based approaches. Then, we detail our complete
methodology, including our stochastic loss function and targeted prediction steps. We then
present and discuss experimental results on five datasets and explore avenues for future work.

3.2

Related work

Vessel segmentation has a long history, although the advent of deep neural networks has
yielded significant improvements in recent years. Earlier techniques relied primarily on
handcrafted features, including matched filters (Chaudhuri et al., 1989), quadrature filters
(Läthén et al., 2010), and Gabor filters (Farokhian and Demirel, 2013; Yavuz and Köse,
2011). The latter approach, in particular, uses a predefined kernel bank to incorporate all
vessel widths and orientations. However, handcrafted features are limited by our ability to
analytically model the segmentation process. Other classic techniques, as surveyed further
in (Kaur and Kaur, 2014), include piece-wise thresholding (Hoover et al., 2000), region
growing (Martı́nez-Pérez et al., 1999), and concavity measurements (Lam et al., 2010). In
addition to handcrafted features, some prior approaches used graph-theoretic techniques to
trace the vascular structure, including shortest-path tracking (Estrada et al., 2012) and the
fast marching algorithm (Benmansour and Cohen, 2011).
Since the breakthrough by convolutional neural networks (CNNs) on the ImageNet dataset
in 2012 (Krizhevsky et al., 2012), deep learning has achieved tremendous success across a
wide array of machine learning tasks (Alom et al., 2018; He et al., 2017; Jiang and Tan,
2018; Krizhevsky et al., 2012). Currently, deep networks are the state of the art in vessel
segmentation. In particular, the most successful deep architecture in this domain—U-net
(Ronneberger et al., 2015)—combines traditional convolutional layers with feature upsam13

pling to estimate both local and global image features. As noted above, earlier deep learning
approaches (Ciresan et al., 2012; Dasgupta and Singh, 2017) divided an image into a series
of patches and applied a classifier to each patch independently. For instance, Dasgupta et
al. (Dasgupta and Singh, 2017) divided the full image into small patches to train a CNN ,
while Ciresan et al. (Ciresan et al., 2012) defined a patch around each pixel and used those
patches to train their network. One of the drawbacks of patch-based approaches is that we
need to train a CNN with a large number of small patches, which have redundant information and little context. The upsampling in U-net, on the other hand, allows a network to
train with fewer, significantly larger patches.
There are numerous extensions to the original U-net architecture. Alom et al. increased
the performance of U-net by introducing residual connections and a recursive training strategy (Alom et al., 2018), albeit at the expense of increased training time due to the extra
connections and recursion. Zhuang et al. arranged two U-net architectures in serial fashion,
enabling the architecture to learn more abstract features (Zhuang, 2018). This serialization
significantly increases the training time and requires heavy computational infrastructure to
be able to train well. Jin et al. used deformable CNNs to construct better vascular features
(Jin et al., 2018), but also with added training complexity. Finally, Jiang and Tan combined
conditional generative adversarial networks (GANs) with U-net (Jiang and Tan, 2018); their
approach achieved more balanced results than the other U-net extensions but at the cost
of significant additional complexity (GANs are notoriously hard to train (Mescheder et al.,
2018)). In contrast, our approach not only yielded better results, but is simpler and faster
to train, as detailed in the following section.
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3.3

Methodology

As noted above, we separate vessel segmentation into two stages. Fig. 3.1 details each step of
our pipeline. In the first stage, we use a stochastic loss function to obtain an overall likelihood
map for every pixel in the image. Then, we identify those pixels that are most likely to be
misclassified—generally faint vessels and pixels at the periphery of thick vessels—and apply
a second, smaller network to these ambiguous regions. Below, we first present and motivate
the use of stochastic loss functions and then discuss each step in our pipeline in turn.

3.3.1

Dynamic loss functions

A weighted loss function penalizes some types of errors more than others. They are useful
for problems with unbalanced datasets or in which we want to prioritize certain outcomes
(e.g., minimize false positives for a particular class). Traditionally, these weights are fixed a
priori by estimating them using a training set.
In this work, however, we propose using dynamic or stochastic weights. In this case, each
weight is defined not as a single value but as a distribution. During training, every time we
feed a new mini-batch to the network, we first sample weights for each class and then use those
sampled weights to compute the loss. Since the weights will vary for each training iteration,
the same error will be penalized more or less heavily at different points during training.
Empirically, this forces the network to optimize across all ranges of false positive vs. false
negative rates, leading to more robust classification. For concreteness, below we discuss the
use of dynamic weights for the cross-entropy loss, but one can randomize any weighted loss
function. The cross-entropy loss is a natural choice for binary classification (e.g., it was also
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used in the original U-net paper (Ronneberger et al., 2015)) since it encourages values to
converge towards either zero or one by penalizing a network proportionally to how certain it
is about its output. Intuitively, a misclassification in which the network is 99% sure of the
wrong label is penalized more heavily than one in which the network is only 51% sure. In
addition, computing the CE loss is very fast, which speeds up training. This loss is defined
as follows:
H=−

X

p(x) log q(x)

(3.1)

x

where p is the true distribution and q is the predicted distribution, i.e., the network’s outputs.
The training process aims to make these two distributions as close as possible. However,
when the data is highly skewed, we can trivially obtain a high accuracy by always assigning
the most common class to every pixel. In the case of vessel segmentation, very few pixels are
part of a vessel, so always assigning a label of background will yield an accuracy of around
90% (but a recall of 0%). A straightforward way to ameliorate this imbalance is by applying
different weights to each class:

H=−

X

wi p(x) log q(x)

(3.2)

x

where wi are the class weights and i = 1, ..., C are the class labels (C = 2 for binary
segmentation). By using weights, we force the network to care about both positive and
negative samples equally during training. An easy way to define these weights is to estimate
them from the training set, as was done for the original U-net architecture (Ronneberger
et al., 2015).
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A major drawback of the above strategy is that it imposes a fixed ratio of vessel-tobackground. As our experiments show, this ratio is a major determinant of whether ambiguous pixels will be mapped to either vessel or background (Table 3.8). In other words,
when faced with an ambiguous pixel, the network will use this ratio to ”guess” which label to
assign to it. We can see in Figs. 3.2(b) and 3.2(c) that a network trained with fixed weights
will preferentially over- or under-segment ambiguous pixels.
Instead, we propose using stochastic weights which are randomly generated at each training iteration:
H=−

X

wrand(1,α,s) p(x) log q(x)

(3.3)

x

Here, rand(1, α, s) draws two random weights [wnegative , wpositive ], for both positive (i.e., vessel
pixels) and negative (i.e., background pixels) classes, on each iteration. These weights serve
as the costs for false negative and false positive in that iteration, resp. Both the wnegative and
wpositive values are randomly drawn from evenly spaced samples in the interval [1, α] with s
as the step size between consecutive values. In other words, the possible values that can be
sampled are [1, 1 + s, 1 + 2s, ..., α − 2s, α − s, α].
Dynamic weights are both distinct from and compatible with other training schemes
that leverage stochasticity (e.g., stochastic gradient descent (SGD)). In particular, SGD
and related data-shuffling techniques randomize over samples, while our stochastic weights
randomize over loss functions. In standard SGD, the error associated with each pixel in each
image is always the same; in our approach, on the other hand, this error will vary for the
same image over different training epochs.
As noted earlier and as Figs. 3.2(b) and 3.2(c) show, fixed weights fail to account for
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fainter vessels and are insensitive to noise. Stochastic costs reduce this bias because the
network must vary in how aggressively it segments ambiguous pixels throughout the training
process. Even if completely different weights are given in a subsequent iteration, some
of the information learned in the previous step is preserved, leading to a more balanced
segmentation of ambiguous regions. As Fig. 3.2(d) shows, dynamic weights capture faint
vessels without introducing additional noise.
We now discuss the various steps of our proposed pipeline below.

3.3.2

Likelihood map

The first step in our pipeline consists of training a U-net architecture using stochastic weights
to derive a likelihood map over the entire image. The goal of this map is not to segment the
image directly but to indicate how likely a particular pixel is to be part of a vessel. We do
not segment the image at this stage because the up-sampling used by U-net blurs the original
vessels, making it difficult to correctly label high-frequency elements (e.g., thin vessels or
pixels near the edge of a thick vessel).
Figure 3.2 contrast the outputs of our stochastic U-net vs. two fixed-weight U-nets on
the datasets used in our experiments (see figure for details). Overall, networks trained with
fixed weights struggle to balance ambiguous pixels with noisy regions of the image. Our
stochastic weights, on the other hand, are better able to ignore vessel-like artifacts, e.g., the
rim of a lens as seen in Fig. 3.2.
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3.3.3

Support-resistance segmentation (SRS) for easy pixels

The likelihood map generated in the previous step ranges from [0,1]. Pixels with a higher
probability of being vessels have values closer to one (and closer to zero otherwise). Intuitively, the closer a value is to either extreme, the more confident the network is in its
classification. Thus, we use this likelihood map to separate pixels into either easy or ambiguous classes. The top and bottom of Fig. 3.1(c) show the easy and ambiguous pixels,
respectively, of the likelihood map in Fig. 3.1(b).
We use two thresholds to classify pixels into these two classes. We refer to the lower
threshold as support and the upper threshold as resistance. All pixels between resistance
and support are considered ambiguous. Pixels below support (those with values near zero),
which account for the majority of pixels, are background pixels whereas pixels above the
resistance (those with value near one) are considered vessel pixels.
The choice of support and resistance thresholds affects the trade-off between precision
and recall. Thresholds close to one and zero, respectively, lead to higher precision for easy
pixels but cause more pixels to fall in the intermediate, ambiguous band. Thresholds closer
to the middle lead to higher recall, but affect precision. For our experiments, selected a
support of 20 and a resistance of 235 based on empirical evidence. Specifically, we tested
a wide range of thresholds on all datasets and chose the pair that worked best across the
various validation sets.
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3.3.4

Targeted prediction for ambiguous pixels

The last stage of our pipeline segments ambiguous pixels, i.e., those that fall within the
support-resistance band described above. Figs. 3.1(d)-(g) illustrate the various steps involved in this targeted prediction. Generally, most vessel pixels will lie above the support
threshold, so they have already been predicted with high precision. To classify the pixels
with intermediate values, we train a second, patch-based network only on those pixels. We
use the same threshold (20 for support and 235 for resistance) for all datasets, which proves
that these thresholds can work with wide range of images. As Fig. 2.1 shows, this miniU-net network is a scaled-down version that uses only the middle layers of the full U-net
architecture. Introducing another network significantly reduces the amount of information
to be learned for ambiguous pixel classification. Because most of the hard work (e.g., learning vessel patterns, separating the background, etc.) has been done by the full U-net in the
first step, the mini-U-net can focus on identifying ambiguous pixels. We use two channels as
inputs to this network: the full likelihood map outputted by the first U-net (Fig. 3.1(b)) and
a version of this likelihood map which only contains ambiguous pixels (the bottom image
in Fig. 3.1(c)). Mini-U-net was trained from the scratch because ,as mentioned earlier, it is
a scaled down version of U-net. If we had reused the full U-net’s weights to initialize this
second network, we would have had to select a fraction of filters from each layers. However,
since neural network learned features are represented collectively, taking a fraction would
likely lead to negative transfer, i.e., the network would start closer to a worse local minimum
and we would require more data to reach acceptable performance. Using a full U-net for
targeted prediction, on the other hand, is very data inefficient since we only require a small
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region around each pixel to classify it correctly.
Unlike prior patch-based approaches (e.g., Ciresan et al. (Ciresan et al., 2012)), we do
not extract a patch for every pixel. Instead, we use a sparse set of p × p patches centered at
the intersections between ambiguous pixels and a regular lattice, as described below:
1. Raw estimate: We first produce a high-recall binary mask by considering all pixels
above the support threshold as vessels. Intuitively, this mask should contain almost no
false negatives, but will have numerous false positives. We then skeletonize the largest
connected component in this mask (Fig. 3.1(d)).
2. Patch selection: We then define a regular lattice of width p/2 (Fig. 3.1(e)) and determine the intersection points between this lattice and the skeleton from the previous
step (Fig. 3.1(d)). We empirically verified that the union of the patches defined by
these intersections always covered every ambiguous pixel.
3. Mini-U-net classification: Finally, we classify the ambiguous pixels in each patch
using our second network (Fig. 3.1(g)). For each patch, we extract the corresponding
regions in the full likelihood map and the map with only ambiguous pixels, resp. Intuitively, the second channel indicates which pixels are most crucial to classify correctly.
Finally, we use the outputs from the second network as the final labels for ambiguous
pixels (Fig. 3.1(h)).

3.4

Experiments and Results

We carried out experiments on five different retinal vessel datasets to verify the effectiveness
of our proposed approach. Below, we first detail our experimental protocol and then discuss
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our results.

3.4.1

Materials and methods

Hardware: All our experiments were conducted on a Dell Precision 7920R server with two
Intel Xeon Silver 4110 CPUs, two GeForce GTX 1080 Ti graphics cards, and 128 GBs of
RAM.
Datasets: We used five datasets for our experiments (see the first column of Fig. 3.2 for a
sample image from each dataset):
• DRIVE (Staal et al., 2004): 40, 565×584 color fundus images centered on the macula.
Each image includes a circular field-of-view (FOV) mask. This dataset is pre-divided
into 20 training and 20 test images, but we further divided the training set randomly
into 15 training and 5 validation images.
• STARE (Hoover et al., 2000): 20, 700× 605 color images with no FOV masks, also centered on the macula. Many images exhibit some degree of pathology (e.g., exudates).
• AV-WIDE (Estrada et al., 2015a): 30 wide-FOV images. Image sizes vary, but are
around 1300×800 pixels for most images. Images are loosely centered on the macula. As explained below, we used the existing, graph-based annotations to manually
segment these images.
• VEVIO (Estrada et al., 2012): This dataset has two types of images: 16, 640×480
frames from 16 different video indirect ophthalmoscopy (VIO) videos and 16 corresponding mosaics (around 600×500 pixels) obtained by fusing different frames into a
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single image (Estrada et al., 2011). Due to the difficult image acquisition process, these
images are blurry and have lens artifacts.
• CHASE-DB (Fraz et al., 2012): 14 left-to-right pairs of color images centered on the
optic nerve (28 images total). Images are 999×960 pixels.
DRIVE and STARE are standard datasets in the field of vessel segmentation, while the other
three datasets provide different imaging conditions. The VEVIO dataset has lower-resolution
images with more artifacts, while AV-WIDE and CHASE-DB consist of higher-resolution
images. The AV-WIDE images also have much wider FOV. In addition, different datasets
have different ratios of healthy vs. unhealthy images. Overall, we believe that these various
datasets provide a good benchmark for assessing a method’s general effectiveness.
Data preparation: We used only the green channel of each image. We then applied contrast adaptive histogram equalization (Zuiderveld, 1994) as a preprocessing step to enhance
contrast. Given the limited number of images in each dataset, we used image augmentation
techniques to increase our data size. Specifically, we flipped the input image horizontally
and vertically randomly in each iteration.
Ground truth preparation: All datasets except AV-WIDE had preexisting ground-truth
pixel labels. The original AV-WIDE dataset had only graph-based labels, so we manually
traced the vessels in Adobe Photoshop CS (Adobe Systems Inc., San Jose, CA) using a
Wacom Intuous3 graphics tablet (Wacom Co. Ltd, Kazo-shi, Saitama, Japan) to obtain
pixel-level segmentations. The original, graph-based annotations had been carried out by an
expert ophthalmologist, so we followed them exactly.
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Network architectures: As noted above, we used a full-sized U-net architecture for our
initial probability map and a smaller, mini-U-net network for targeted prediction. The U-net
architecture consist of a series of down-sampling steps followed by the same number of upsampling steps. Each up-sampling step receives, crops to match the size, and concatenates
the feature map from the down-sample step on the same level, as shown in Fig. 2.1. We used
3×3-pixel kernels except in the last layer; here, we used 1×1 kernels to produce two outputs,
which are then passed through a softmax layer to obtain two probabilities: one for that
particular pixel being a vessel and another for it being part of the background. Depending
on which of the probabilities is higher, a pixel is labeled as either vessel or background. As
in the original U-net architecture (Ronneberger et al., 2015), this network receives inputs of
size 572×572 pixels, but only predicts values for the internal 388×388 pixels. The outer band
of 92×92 pixel allows the U-net a wider view of the vascular structure. As in (Ronneberger
et al., 2015), we shift the U-net to obtain a label for every pixel and mirror the 388× 388
region if the outer band extends beyond the image. A single patch size of 388×388 proved
suitable for the various datasets (but see Sec. 3.6 for possible extensions).
Our second network, the mini-U-net architecture, is identical to the middle three layers
of the full-size U-net (see Fig. 2.1). Thus, its input size is 140 × 140 and it produces labels
for the middle 100×100 pixels. Similar to the first network, we expand and mirror patches as
needed. However, we train this network using a dice loss, rather than cross entropy because
our goal is to maximize the F1 score of our pipeline. The weighted dice loss is given by the
following formula:
Fβ = (1 + β 2 ) ·

β2

precision · recall
· precision + recall
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(3.4)

, where β controls how much we want to favor precision vs. recall. Higher beta yields higher
precision and vice versa. As with the full-size U-net, we used a stochastic loss in which we
sampled β for each training iteration:

Fβ = (1 + Brand (1, α, s)2 ) ·

precision · recall
Brand (1, α, s)2 · precision + recall

(3.5)

, where Brand (1, α, s) is picked randomly within range 1 - α with a stepsize of s.
Training parameters: We trained our networks using Adam optimization (Kingma and
Ba, 2014) with a learning rate of 0.001 and a mini-batch size of 4. We trained the full U-net
for 250 epochs and the mini-U-net for 60 epochs. For the full U-net, we used stochastic
weights of wrand (1, 100, 1), i.e., where weights randomly oscillated within a range of 1 − 100
with a step size of 1. For the mini-U-net, we used a dice loss with stochastic weights of
Brand (1, 2, 0.1), where β randomly oscillated between 1 − 2 with a step size of 0.1.
Model validation: We used 5-fold cross validation with training, validation, and test sets
on all datasets except DRIVE, since this dataset already had a predefined test set. Five-fold
CV proved best for these datasets because of their small size (minimum of 16, maximum of
40 images). Larger folds would have yielded too few images in the validation and test sets
and led to overfitting. For each fold, we randomly split the training set into 75% training
and 25% validation images. In our tables, we report the performance on the test set across
all the folds. Note that, using this protocol, each image is only included once in a test set.
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3.4.2

Pipelines tested

To better understand the impact of each stage of our pipeline, we tested two versions of our
approach, as well as two baseline methods:
• Dynamic weights with targeted prediction: Our proposed approach.
• Dynamic weights only: We trained the full U-net using dynamic class weights, but
omitted the targeted prediction step.
• Fixed weights only: We trained the full U-net using fixed class weights based on the
ratio of vessel to background pixels in the training set. No targeted prediction step.
• Fixed weights with targeted prediction: We applied both fixed weights and targeted
prediction.
The parameters for the Mini-U-net at the end of the full pipelines (variations 1 and 4) were
the same for both configurations. For pipelines 2 and 3, we used a threshold of 0.5 to convert
the likelihood map into a binary classification. In total, we carried out an ablation study
consisting of twenty experiments across five datasets.

3.4.3

Results

We quantified our method’s performance in terms of precision, recall and F1 score (also called
F-measure). The softmax threshold for computing these metrics is 0.5. For comparison to
the state of the art, we also calculated the accuracy of our model, even though this value
can be misleading for unbalanced datasets (Estrada et al., 2012). The precision, recall, and
accuracy values in our tables are the mean values across all test images. The reported F1
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score is the harmonic average of the corresponding mean precision and recall values. As
Forman et al. showed (Forman and Scholz, 2010), if the positive cases constitute around
7% or more of the samples, then this is an unbiased way to calculate the mean F1 score for
k-fold cross validation. Across the different datasets, vessel pixels constituted around 10%
of all pixels.
Table 3.1: Vessel segmentation results on DRIVE dataset

Method

P

R

F1

Accuracy

U-net

0.8852

0.7537

0.8142

0.9531

Residual U-net

0.8614

0.7726

0.8149

0.9553

Recurrent U-net

0.8603

0.7751

0.8155

0.9556

R2 U-net

0.8589

0.7792

0.8171

0.9556

Conditional GAN

0.8143

0.8274

0.8208

0.9608

LadderNet

0.8593

0.7856

0.8208

0.9561

DUNet

0.8537

0.7894

0.8203

0.9697

CWF ixed

0.7657

0.8410

0.8015±0.0005

0.9633

CWF ixed + TP red.

0.7823

0.8246

0.8028±0.0005

0.9643

CWDynamic

0.8323

0.8163

0.8242±0.0015

0.9692

CWDynamic + TP red.

0.8284

0.8235

0.8259±0.0025

0.9693

Tables 3.1 to 3.6 summarize our results on the various datasets. For completeness, we
included the maximum deviation from the mean for the F1 score. A value in bold represents
the best score for that particular column. For convenience, we also included those of current
state-of-the-art approaches. Note, though, that we only list methods that reported F1 scores
(or, equivalently, both precision and recall values). Due to the strong class imbalance between
the two classes, accuracy alone is not an informative measure of performance. As the various
tables show, our proposed pipeline consistently outperformed existing methods. To the best
of our knowledge, our F1 scores and most of our accuracy values are state-of-the-art results
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across the five datasets.
Overall, dynamic weights outperformed fixed weights across the various datasets, including the highly studied DRIVE and STARE datasets, and led to more balanced precision and
recall scores. Importantly, as the second row in Tables 3.1 – 3.6, shows, the F1 score of just
our dynamic, class-weighted U-net (no targeted prediction) is better than the state-of-theart techniques, demonstrating the usefulness of stochastic weights alone. Applying targeted
prediction on the dynamic U-net’s likelihood map further improved performance across the
various datasets, showing that this second step is also of value for this problem. For example, in the DRIVE dataset, the full, stochastic pipeline obtained a precision of 0.8284, and a
recall of 0.8235. The approach using only dynamic class weights, on the other hand, yielded
precision of 0.8323, recall of 0.8163, and F1 score of 0.8242, which is already balanced, and
better than other state of the art techniques. In contrast, the fixed-weight pipeline gave a
more unbalanced results (precision of 0.7823 and recall of 0.8246). This pattern was replicated across datasets. Although the differences in results across the different state-of-the-art
methods are not statistically significant, our method consistently achieved better recall with
little or no sacrifice in precision.
Furthermore, as noted in section 4.1, we used the Adam optimizer to train our networks, which, like SGD, uses batches of data samples to compute the gradients. Therefore,
the difference in performance between the fixed-weight and dynamic-weight variants of our
pipeline is roughly the difference between (1) using only mini-batch for data randomization,
and (2) combining data randomization with stochastic weights. As these results show, using
stochastic weights greatly improves performance relative to shuffling the data alone.
Our method outperformed other extensions of the original U-net architecture, including
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Table 3.2: Vessel segmentation results on STARE dataset

Method

P

R

F1

Accuracy

U-net

0.8475

0.8270

0.8373

0.9690

Residual U-net

0.8581

0.8203

0.8388

0.9700

Recurrent U-net

0.8705

0.8108

0.8396

0.9706

R2 U-net

0.8659

0.8298

0.8475

0.9712

Conditional GAN

0.8466

0.8538

0.8502

0.9771

DUNet

0.8856

0.7428

0.8079

0.9729

CWF ixed

0.8138

0.8538

0.8480±0.0005

0.9739

CWF ixed + TP red.

0.7979

0.8692

0.8320±0.0005

0.9732

CWDynamic

0.8413

0.8424

0.8418±0.0015

0.9758

CWDynamic + TP red.

0.8559

0.8541

0.8549±0.0030

0.9780

Table 3.3: Vessel segmentation results on CHASE-DB dataset

Method

P

R

F1

Accuracy

U-net

0.7336

0.8288

0.7783

0.9578

Residual U-net

0.7857

0.7726

0.7800

0.9553

Recurrent U-net

0.8195

0.7459

0.7810

0.9622

R2 U-net

0.8107

0.7756

0.7928

0.9634

LadderNet

0.8084

0.7978

0.8031

0.9656

DUNet

0.7510

0.8229

0.7853

0.9724

CWF ixed

0.8089

0.8271

0.8179±0.0005

0.9744

CWF ixed + TP red.

0.8266

0.8085

0.8174±0.0005

0.9749

CWDynamic

0.8175

0.8296

0.8235±0.0015

0.9753

CWDynamic + TP red.

0.8550

0.8143

0.8245±0.0025

0.9759

LadderNet (Zhuang, 2018), R2Unet (Alom et al., 2018), and DUNet (Jin et al., 2018). The
difference is particularly large for the CHASE-DB dataset (Table 3.3). Here, our method F1
score was 2.66% higher than the previous state of the art (LadderNet).
Table 3.4 shows our results for the AV-WIDE dataset. Our paper is the first assessment
of this dataset as we manually created the ground truth for it. As with the other datasets,
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Table 3.4: Vessel segmentation results on AV-WIDE dataset

Method

P

R

F1

Accuracy

CWF ixed

0.7611

0.7898

0.7751±0.0005

0.9706

CWF ixed + TP red.

0.7439

0.8083

0.7747±0.0005

0.9698

CWDynamic

0.8154

0.7751

0.7947±0.0015

0.9742

CWDynamic + TP red.

0.8283

0.7815

0.8042±0.0025

0.9755

Table 3.5: Vessel segmentation results on VEVIO dataset (Mosaics)

Method

P

R

F1

Accuracy

Forest-based Dijkstra

-

-

0.5053

0.9573

CWF ixed

0.5537

0.6832

0.6093±0.0005

0.9637

CWF ixed + TP red.

0.5472

0.6984

0.6136±0.0005

0.9632

CWDynamic

0.6147

0.6355

0.6249±0.0015

0.9683

CWDynamic + TP red.

0.6573

0.6739

0.6654±0.0025

0.9719

Table 3.6: Vessel segmentation results on VEVIO dataset (Frames)

Method

P

R

F1

Accuracy

Forest-based Dijkstra

-

-

0.5403

0.9101

CWF ixed

0.5212

0.6580

0.5817±0.0005

0.9569

CWF ixed + TP red.

0.5328

0.6482

0.5849±0.0005

0.9581

CWDynamic

0.5924

0.5896

0.5910±0.0015

0.9629

0.60052

0.5435

0.5706±0.0025

0.9628

CWDynamic + TP red.

we can observe a similar pattern of unbalanced precision and recall for fixed class weights. In
contrast, our stochastic technique has more balanced precision and recall. Moreover, the F1
score and accuracy are significantly higher for our method, particularly for the full pipeline
with targeted prediction.
Our method also achieved state-of-the-art results in the highly challenging VEVIO dataset,
which has two sets of images: composite mosaics and individual frames taken from a low30

Table 3.7: Equal weights {1,1} vs. class-based weights. Results shown are for U-net without
targeted prediction.

Method

P

R

F1

Accuracy

DRIVE {1,1}

0.8418

0.8023

0.8216

0.9694

DRIVE class-weighted

0.7657

0.8410

0.8015

0.9633

STARE {1,1}

0.8559

0.8208

0.8379

0.9757

STARE class-weighted

0.8138

0.8538

0.8480

0.9739

CHASE-DB {1,1}

0.8332

0.8135

0.8232

0.9757

CHASE-DB class-weighted

0.8089

0.8271

0.8179

0.9744

AV-WIDE {1,1}

0.8231

0.7552

0.7876

0.9737

AV-WIDE class-weighted

0.7611

0.7898

0.7751

0.9706

VEVIO (Mosaics) {1,1}

0.6507

0.5564

0.5998

0.9690

VEVIO (Mosaics) class-weighted

0.5537

0.6832

0.6093

0.9637

VEVIO (Frames) {1,1}

0.6288

0.5257

0.5726

0.9643

VEVIO (Frames) class-weighted

0.5212

0.6580

0.5817

0.9569

resolution video (Estrada et al., 2011). As with the other datasets, fixed class weights gave
highly biased scores in terms of precision and recall, while dynamic weights gave more balanced results (Tables 3.5 and 3.6). In conclusion, by evaluating our method on five different,
well-known datasets (Table 3.1 – 3.6), we have established that our technique yields better,
more consistent results than existing state-of-the-art techniques.

3.5

Discussion

The main contributions of our technique are two-fold. First, we use dynamic, as opposed
to fixed, weights on the loss function, which allow our networks to learn a more robust balance between false positives and false negatives. Second, we separate different types of tasks
involved in retinal vessel segmentation, which, as we detail in Sec. 3.5.4, makes the segmen-
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Table 3.8: Results of different combination of fixed weights in cross entropy loss function without
targeted prediction for DRIVE dataset {w0 , w1 }={weight for class 0 or background pixels, and
weight for class 1 or vessel pixel}.

Method

P

R

F1

Accuracy

DRIVE class-weighted (about {1, 10})

0.7657

0.8410

0.8015

0.9633

DRIVE {1, 5}

0.7806

0.8264

0.8028

0.9642

DRIVE {1, 1}

0.8418

0.8023

0.8216

0.9694

DRIVE {5, 1}

0.8722

0.7270

0.7930

0.9665

DRIVE {10, 1}

0.8712

0.7137

0.7867

0.9654

DRIVE wrand (1, 10, 1)

0.8508

0.7965

0.8227

0.9696

DRIVE wrand (1, 100, 1) (our approach)

0.8323

0.8163

0.8242

0.9692

tation more robust compared to end-to-end training. The likelihood estimation step only
focuses on capturing the vascular structure without worrying about the final segmentation.
Conversely, the targeted prediction step relies on having a precomputed likelihood map with
which to make the final predictions. We discuss specific properties of our approach below.

3.5.1

Dynamic weights yield smoother likelihood maps

In Fig. 3.2 (columns b and c), we can see that using class weights computed from the training
set almost binarizes the image. All the likelihoods are very close to either 0 (background)
or 1 (vessel); thus, we have no useful information with which to refine our estimate in the
targeted prediction step. Any information about fainter pixels was lost. However, if we use
dynamic weights, a higher percentage of pixels will be assigned non-trivial likelihood values
(Fig. 3.2(d)), which will allow our second network to better classify ambiguous pixels.
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3.5.2

Dynamic weights yield more balanced precision and recall

As we can observe from the results (Tables 3.1 to 3.6), our method consistently achieves a
good balance between precision and recall. This implies that our approach handles fainter or
more ambiguous pixels, rather than ignoring them. In contrast, the state-of-the-art results
for the DRIVE dataset (Zhuang, 2018) report precision and recall values of 0.8593 and 0.7896,
respectively. Our corresponding, more balanced values were 0.8284 and 0.8163. We can see
even more of a difference on the VEVIO dataset (Tables 3.5 and 3.6). For the mosaics, the
precision and recall for the U-net with class weights were 0.5537 and 0.6832, respectively.
However, our full, dynamic pipeline yielded values of 0.6573 and 0.6739.
Our dynamic weights on the loss function allow a network to settle on a local optimum
that better balances precision and recall. As noted earlier, retinal images have a much higher
percentage of background pixels (over 90%). Thus, a network trained on this type of data
will be more reticent to label an ambiguous pixel a vessel (since the prior probability is so
much lower). This imbalance makes the network settle on a local optimum that is skewed
towards high precision and low recall. Previous approaches have ameliorated this effect by
assigning fixed class weights in order to re-balance the classification problem. For example,
if only 10% of pixels are vessels, then misclassifying those pixels will be penalized by a factor
of 9. However, not all faint vessels are similar or distributed equally across different images,
so a one-size-fits-all treatment is suboptimal. Our technique, on the other hand, applies
stress tests during the training process to ensure that the network is robust across different
ratios of precision and recall. As our experiments show, this approach allows the network to
settle on a a better optimum.
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In more detail, Fig. 3.3 illustrates the effects of dynamic vs. fixed weights during training
for the DRIVE dataset. Here, each subplot on the left-hand side shows precision vs. recall
during training, while the subplots on the right show this value for the validation set. As
Fig. 3.3(c) shows, a network that uses weights calculated from the training set will begin by
strongly favoring recall, since a false negative is penalized more heavily than a false positive.
An unweighted network (Fig. 3.3(e)) will favor precision instead, since the probability that
an ambiguous pixel is a vessel is very low, a priori. In contrast, We can clearly see that
dynamic weights (first row) are balanced with regard to both precision and recall. This is
one of the reasons why our technique generalizes more robustly and yields better results.
Over time, the class-weighted and equal-weight networks learn to classify the training set,
but their initial bias lead to poor results on the validation set (Fig. 3.3(d and f)). If we
look at Fig. 4.c and 4.d, we see that this network is skewed towards high recall. Similarly,
in Fig. 4.e and 4.f we can see that a network trained with equal weights achieves almost
perfect precision and recall at the end of training, which is an instance of overfitting. These
network are very confident about easy pixels and therefore settle on an optimum that favors
this class of pixels; however, this choice makes them ignore fainter pixels. Our method, on
the other hand, (Fig. 3.3(a, b)), had more balanced scores throughout the training process.
The optimum on which it settled was more robust and thus achieved better scores on the
validation and test sets. Our results suggest that the network was able to learn features that
separate faint vessels from noise in the background.
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3.5.3

Effect of different weighing schemes

Finally, we carried out additional analyses to investigate the impact of different weighing
schemes on the final segmentation result. First, we trained a U-net architecture (without
targeted prediction) with equal weights for the two classes. In other words, each misclassification, whether false positive or false negative, was weighted equally. Table 3.7 shows
the results of this equal weighing on our different datasets (we also show the class-weighted
results for each dataset for comparison). Equal weights yielded better precision but worst
recall. Due to the roughly 9 to 1 class imbalance between background and vessel pixels,
a network trained with equal weights will tend to label ambiguous pixels as background.
We verified this trade-off further by systematically varying the class weights for the DRIVE
dataset and recording the resulting precision and recall values. Table 3.8 lists the results
when training with background-to-vessel weights of {1,5}, {1,1} (equal weights), {5,1}, and
{10,1}. For comparison, the class-based weights were roughly 1 to 10. We also tested a
U-net with dynamic weights, but with a range of weights spanning only 10 to 1 (our main
experiments used a range of 100 to 1). In this case, the dynamic weights has less variance
across training epochs.
Interestingly, the best fixed-weight result for the DRIVE dataset used equal weights (this
result was not consistent across datasets, though, as Table 3.7 shows). Overall, we can see
that the trade-off of precision vs. recall is driven by the ratio of class weights. Also, the
dynamic weights with a 10-to-1 range did not balance the precision vs. recall as much as
the 100-to-1 weights, so their results more closely resembled equal weights. We observed
a similar pattern for the other datasets (we omitted these results for conciseness). Skewed
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weights tend to favor either precision or recall and reduce the other score accordingly. By
effectively balancing these two scores, our dynamic weights achieve a better result.
In summary, one of the main contributions of our technique is that it yields a better
balance of precision and recall relative to current state-of-the-art techniques. This claim is
also supported by Fig. 4. In other words, the lower of either precision and recall is higher for
our method than for previous methods. This balance not only yields better F1 scores, but it
also ensures that our method is not “cheating”. What we mean by that is the following: (1)
Precision only factors false positives, so a method can achieve a very high precision score
by labeling most ambiguous pixels as background (because background pixels outnumber
vessel pixels by a roughly 10-to-1 ratio). (2) Conversely, one can trivially achieve a very
high recall by labeling most ambiguous pixels as vessel. Simultaneously achieving both high
precision and high recall, though, is much more challenging. Our proposed approach is able
to achieve this through both dynamic weights on the loss function and targeted prediction.
Depending on which class the dynamic weights on the loss function are skewed towards
on a given training epoch, the network will learn to favor either precision or recall under
different conditions. This, in turn, makes the network more robust to different ratios of
vessel-to-background pixels in novel images.

3.5.4

Two-step segmentation

Our proposed approach has two distinct steps, instead of a single, end-to-end process as is
common in deep learning. However, although current state-of-the-art techniques for vessel
segmentation (e.g., (Alom et al., 2018; Zhuang, 2018)) are trained end-to-end, they are more
complicated and resource-intensive than our method. For example, (Alom et al., 2018)
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involves recurrent connections making it complex and hard to train, while (Zhuang, 2018)
involves two U-nets stacked together. Our two step, estimation technique, on the other
hand, divides the segmentation task into two simple task and optimizes a different network
for each one. This partitioning is similar to one of the finest advances in object detection
technique (He et al., 2017), which uses a region proposal network to propose object regions
and a classification network to classify those regions to different classes.

3.6

Conclusion

Accurately segmenting the retinal vasculature is crucial for retinal disease diagnosis. However, this task is not easy because the quality and features of a retinal image depend on many
factors, including the imaging device, lighting conditions, and an individual’s anatomy. Thus,
trying to enforce a single, static approach for all retinal images is suboptimal. Instead, by
separating retinal vessel segmentation into sub-tasks, we have more degrees of freedom with
which to adapt our processing to the current image. Furthermore, dynamic weights allow a
network to learn to classify all types of vessels, regardless of their color or intensity, which
in turn generates a likelihood map with clear distinctions between vessel, background, and
noise. Our targeted prediction step then uses this likelihood map to better classify ambiguous pixels. Our technique gives better results than state-of-the-art techniques, many of
which are much complex and less intuitive. Instead of optimizing a single, black box, our
approach breaks down the problem into more manageable steps and makes these steps more
robust by using dynamic weights.
In future work, we plan to apply our pipeline to other medical imaging domains, including
CT and MRI scans. We also intend to investigate the theoretical properties of our stochastic
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weights further. Another important avenue of further work is to make the patch size adaptive.
While a single patch size proved adequate for our experiments, it is not optimal across all
fundus images. If the vessels in the image are very large, then a 388 x 388 patch size cannot
capture enough context around then; conversely, if they’re very small, then this patch size
will include too much of the vasculature at once (and likely under-segment the smallest
vessels). Overall, our goal is to continue developing learning methods that make the most of
the relatively small dataset available in the medical imaging domain and that can robustly
adapt to novel conditions.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.2: Dynamic vs. fixed likelihoods maps: (a) Sample DRIVE, STARE, CHASE-DB,
AV-WIDE, and VEVIO (Mosaics and Frames) images. (b) Likelihood map using fixed weights from
training data. (c) Likelihood map using equal weights for both classes. (d) Likelihood map using
dynamic weights. Dynamic weights allow the network to capture more vessels without introducing
additional noise (examples highlighted in red circles). The main artifact in the VEVIO frames is
the rim of the handheld zooming lens used to capture these images (see (Estrada et al., 2011) for
details). Figure best viewed on-screen.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 3.3: Precision(x-axis) vs Recall(y-axis) for different weight variations: Each
dot represents an iteration of training/validation; darker circles indicate earlier iterations, while
lighter/golden ones indicate later iterations. The first row (a, b) is our proposed pipeline, while
the second (c, d) and third rows (e, f ) are class-based weights (the ones used by the original U-net)
and equal weights, resp. The left column is the training set, while the right column corresponds to
the validation set. The scale of both axes is [0.5, 1.0] in all plots. Equal weights are biased towards
recall and class-based weights overfit to the training set. Dynamic weights, however, achieve a
robust balance of precision and recall. Figure best viewed in color.
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4 | AUTOMATED VASCULAR TREE TOPOLOGY ESTIMATION

The paper discussed in chapter 3 has shown to be successful in robustly classifying fainter
vessels, making a clear distinction between noise and signal, thanks to dynamically weighted
class penalties. However, unless we have a proper understanding what a vascular structure
should look like, it will always be the case where we miss something because real world images
are far more noisy than we use in research. Therefore, this chapter focuses on second paper
that uses the output(vessel likelihood) from previous chapter and uses graph techniques to
extract correct vasculature. This is an important step towards measuring vascular deformities
mentioned in section 1.1.1 as just the vessel mask is not enough. A good topology can open
new opportunities for downstream task as we can use it to measure things like turtuosity,
branching anomalies, bifurcation, blood flow anomalies, Artery/Vein ratio. We begin this
chapter by mentioning some of the existing work in the similar field

4.1

Introduction

Retinal fundus images allow ophthalmologists to diagnose a variety of ocular and cardiovascular diseases, including diabetic retinopathy (DR) (Abràmoff et al., 2010), glaucoma
(Klonoff and Schwartz, 2000), age-related macular degeneration (AMD) (Ferris et al., 2005),
and the likelihood of stroke (Baker et al., 2008; Kipli et al., 2018). These diagnoses are
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based on tell-tale features in the fundus image that are correlated with a higher likelihood of
certain diseases. For example, a higher cup-to-disk ratio in the optic nerve is correlated with
a higher likelihood of glaucoma (Bock et al., 2010), while the artery-vein ratio can be used
to predict a patient’s risk for diabetic retinopathy and hypertension (Abràmoff et al., 2010;
Ikram et al., 2013; Pakter et al., 2001,0). Other diagnostically useful features include vessel tortuosity, bifurcation, branching angles, and the presence of exudates (Abràmoff et al.,
2010; Claudia Kondermann, 2007; Hart et al., 1999; Ikram et al., 2004; Joshi and Karule,
2018; Lu et al., 2016; Rochtchina et al., 2007).

Vessel Prior
U-Net

1. Union Graph
2. Contracted graph
3. Directed graph(gd)

Clinical Applications
A/V Ratio

AV Label
Propagation

HLO
Image(I)
U-Net

Vesselprior +
AVprior

A/V segmentation mask
A/V Tree topology
Bifurcation

Artery/Vein
Prior

Tortuosity

Map AVPrior to gd

Figure 4.1: Pipeline flowchart: We start from a single color fundus image, then generate a vessel
probability map (Vessel prior, Fig. 4.2(c)) and an artery-vein probability map (AV prior, Fig. 4.2(e))
from two separate U-Net CNNs. We then use multilevel skeletonization (Alg. 1) to produce a union
graph of the vasculature (Fig. 4.3 (a & b)) which is further pruned significantly using a graph
contraction technique (Alg. 2 and Fig. 4.3(c & d)). Afterwards, we use Dijkstra’s shortest path
algorithm to extract an undirected topology graph, which is assigned edge directions by our flow
assignment algorithm to yield a directed graph(gd ). We then map the AVprior labels to gd as shown
in Fig. 4.6(a) and perform a series of high level graph operations (HLOs) to minimize a topology cost
function. Finally, we perform a simple AV label propagation step along the estimated branches. As
our experiments show, our estimated topology allows us to achieve better AV classification results
than a deep network alone, opening the door for a number of potential clinical applications.

.
Vascular features, in particular, require analyzing the properties of individual vessels,
which in turn requires inferring the topology or connectivity of the underlying vasculature
from the image (Ikram et al., 2013; Patton et al., 2006). For example, in order to calculate
the artery-vein ratio, we need to (1) identify individual vessels, (2) classify each individual
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vessel as either artery or vein, and (3) measure the width of the six largest arteries and
veins in the region of interest. Most automated methods, however, only provide a binary
segmentation of the retinal vessels, i.e., whether a given pixel is part of a vessel or not.
While some topology extraction methods exist, they either require significant manual input
(Estrada et al., 2015b) or are limited to only the main vessels in the image (Amil et al.,
2019; Zhao et al., 2020). The second limitation is of particular concern for early screening
since many retinal and cardiovascular diseases affect smaller vessels earlier than larger ones.
In this paper, we present a fully automatic vessel topology extraction method that combines state-of-the-art deep learning with domain-specific graph editing techniques. In contrast to existing topology extraction methods (see Sec. 4.3.1), our approach can extract the
topology of the entire vasculature—not just the main vessels—without any manual input.
It also estimates artery-vein labels for all vessels in the image. As we show in Sec. 4.4,
our topology-based approach achieves state-of-the-art artery-vein classification results on
multiple datasets.
Figure 4.1 shows a flowchart of our proposed method. In short, we first use two U-netstyle architectures (Ronneberger et al., 2015) to obtain (1) a pixel-level binary segmentation
and (2) an initial set of artery-vein labels for the pixels identified as vascular (see Fig. 4.2 for
examples). We then estimate a graph from the binary segmentation, as follows. First, we
use a novel technique called multilevel-skeletonization that uses a set of thresholds ranging
from low-to high to capture vessels at different scales (see Sec. 4.3.2 for details). We convert
this combined skeleton into an initial union graph. This union graph captures the general
shape of the vasculature well, but it contains many spurious branch nodes, as illustrated in
Fig. 4.3(a). To correct this, we use a novel pruning technique called union-graph-contraction
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that removes these spurious node and edges while keeping the overall vascular structure
intact (see Fig. 4.3(c) for an example). We then run Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm
(3, 4) twice to extract a clean graph structure of the vasculature (Fig. 4.3(e)). Finally, we
assign directions to the edges of this contracted graph, yielding a directed graph of the whole
vasculature, including disconnected vessel regions (see Fig. 4.3(f)).
At this stage, most of the edges of this directed graph are correct, but, due to discretization and other ambiguities in the skeletonization algorithm, some of the crossing nodes will
be shifted either upward or downward. These shifts yield spurious sink and source nodes in
the directed graph, which are shown as white circles in Fig. 4.9. To correct these errors, we
developed a set of simple high level graph operations (HLOs) that we apply to the directed
graph. We determine the optimal HLOs by iteratively minimizing a vessel topology cost
function (see Eq. 4.3) over the space of possible graph edits (see Figs. 4.7 and 4.8) to yield
the final graph.
This directed topology graph has the potential to serve as the basis for numerous downstream analysis and diagnosis tasks. For instance, in this paper we used this topology to
propagate the artery-vein labels we had initially estimated with our second U-net network.
By jointly considering the vessel topology and the AV labels—in particular the constraint
that downstream vessels should have the same label as upstream vessels—we were able to
improve our artery-vein classification, as well as the graph’s overall topology. Artery-vein
labels are a necessary step for computing the aforementioned artery-vein ratio, which is diagnostically relevant for hypertensive retinopathy, stroke and coronary artery disease, among
other diseases (Baker et al., 2008; Pakter et al., 2005). Other diagnostically relevant features
that one could extract using our directed graph include branching factors, tortuosity, and
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crossing anomalies.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 4.2, we review prior work on retinal
vessel segmentation, artery-vein classification, and topology extraction. Then, in Sec. 4.3
we detail our topology pipeline, and in Sec. 4.4 we present experimental results on arteryvein classification using our graphs. For these experiments, we ran multiple ablation studies
to determine how the quality of priors (i.e., the initial vessel segmentation and artery-vein
labels) affect the quality of the extracted graph, as well as any downstream tasks, such as
the artery-vein label propagation. We then discuss these findings in Sec. 4.5 and discuss
future research directions in Sec. 4.6.

a) Original Images

b) Vessel GT

c) Vessel Prior

d) A/V GT

e) A/V Prior

Figure 4.2: Deep learning priors: We use U-net-style networks to obtain an initial set of vessel
and artery-vein segmentation maps. Above are the results for two sample images from the DRIVE
dataset (Staal et al., 2004). (a) Original images (b) Ground-truth vessel segmentation. (c) Vessel
priors obtained from one U-Net network (d) AV ground-truth priors. (e) AV priors generated using
a second U-Net network.
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4.2

Related Work

Below we review some relevant prior work for retinal graph extraction and artery-vein classification. Most existing work in retinal vessel analysis focuses on generating pixel-wise masks,
i.e., where each pixel is labeled either a background or vessel pixel. In the case of AV classification (Fu et al., 2018; Hemelings et al., 2019; Hu et al., 2021,2; Lv et al., 2020; Ma et al.,
2020; Xu et al., 2017), the vessel pixels are sub-classified into either arteries or veins. Some
of these approaches achieve good numerical results in terms of accuracy and similar metrics;
however, pixel-level masks do not fully solve the medical problem we’re trying to address,
which is to generate an actionable representation of a patient’s vasculature. In particular,
the point of estimating the vasculature is to use it to calculate clinically relevant metrics,
such as the artery-vein ratio, vessel tortuosity, branching factors, etc., which can then be
used by a clinician to determine a diagnosis.
Due to the limitations pixel-level masks, a growing number of methods seek to estimate a
graph-based topology of the vessels. Fainter vessels and vessels with pathology, in particular,
can benefit from topology extraction since the method can leverage global information about
blood flow to make up for the lack of local information about these vessel segments. Thus,
recent studies have started incorporating the graph as a prior for artery vein segmentation
along with image features like color and texture (Dashtbozorg et al., 2014; Estrada et al.,
2015a; Joshi et al., 2011). These technique rely on detecting branch points and classifying
entire segments rather than individual pixels to minimize local errors. Other techniques
extract a directed graph, treat the entire vasculature as a sub-graph, and perform label
propagation (De et al., 2016,1) or use separate networks for blood vessel, optic disc, and
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artery-vein labels (Shin et al., 2020).
The prior techniques most similar to our proposed pipeline include (Hu et al., 2013,1),
(Zhao et al., 2020), and (Amil et al., 2019), all of which use simple morphological operations, such as skeletonization, to extract a preliminary graph structure. They also identify
landmarks, such as branch points, to generate the final graph. Notably, These prior works
require a separate method to identify the optic disc; our method, in contrast, identifies this
anatomical structure as part of the graph extraction itself.
More generally, all existing graph extraction methods are (1) either limited to the main
vessels or (2) require significant manual input. To the best of our knowledge, our proposed
method is the first fully automated graph-based vessel extraction method that can identify
the entire vasculature. Below, we discuss our proposed technique in more detail.

4.3

Methodology

In this section, we describe the four major steps of our fully automated vessel extraction
method: A. Vessel and artery-vein prior generation, B. Graph extraction with multilevel
skeletonization, C. Flow estimation with graph-theoretic operations, and D. Artery-vein
label propagation using the estimated topology. Table 4.1 provides a summary of the different
algorithms used in our pipeline, while Tbl. 4.2 lists the symbols used throughout the rest
of this paper. Super- and subscripts are only used when necessary to differentiate between
different stages of the algorithm. We describe each of the aforementioned steps below.
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4.3.1

Vessel and artery-vein priors

The first step of our pipeline consists of segmenting the vessels at the pixel level and obtaining
initial artery-vein labels for each segmented pixel. We use custom U-net deep networks for
both tasks, detailed below. Importantly, we do not resize the image before segmenting
or labeling the pixels to ensure that we do not introduce artifacts or blur any anatomical
features. Fortunately, as our experiments show, our U-net networks can process images of
different sizes and quality levels with minimal parameter tuning. Below, we first discuss our
vessel segmentation network, then detail our artery-vein classification network.
b)

a) Union Graph

b) Union graph zoomed

c) Pruned union graph

d) Pruned graph zoomed

e) Topology from Dijks.

f) Flow-assignment

Figure 4.3: Graph extraction pipeline: (a) Undirected dense graph representing vessel path (Alg. 1).
(b) Zoomed union graph to show nodes and edges. (c) Pruned graph with significantly less nodes
and edges but with intact vasculature (Alg. 2) (d) Zoomed pruned graph. (e) Result of applying
Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm on the pruned graph (Alg. 3 and 4). (f) Edge directions assigned
using our flow assignment algorithm (Alg. 7). For better visualization, we have only shown the
median node of each segments and branch nodes. Note that we only use the vessel likelihood map
to generate the directed graph. See text for details.

Network for vessel likelihood estimation
We use a convolutional neural network on the green channel of the fundus image to estimate
a vessel likelihood map, denoted as Iˆp . This map specifies the likelihood that a given pixel
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is part of a vessel. Specifically, we use a U-Net architecture (Ronneberger et al., 2015)
with a stochastically weighted loss, as introduced in (Khanal and Estrada, 2020), and used
successfully by (Motevali et al., 2021b; Mousavi and Estrada, 2021; Mousavi et al., 2020). A
stochastic loss function helps the network detect finer and more ambiguous vessels, leading
to a more complete segmentation of the vasculature. The resulting vessel map assigns a
continuous probability between 0 (background) and 1 (vessel) to every pixel in the image.
As Fig. 4.2 shows, though, almost all pixels are assigned values that are very close to one of
these two extremes.

Network for AV-prior estimation
We use a U-net network with the same architecture as above, save for the number of outputs
(3 vs. 2), to estimate the likelihood that a given pixel is either an artery or a vein. The
output of this network, denoted Iˆav , has three possible labels (artery, vein, or background).
As illustrated in Fig. 4.2, this U-net network is capable of correctly classifying most of the
vessels in the image, but it suffers from some noticeable errors, such as labeling a branch
downstream of a vein an artery. As we detail in Sec. 4.3.3, we use our extracted graph to
refine this initial estimate.

4.3.2

Undirected Graph Extraction

The second stage of our pipeline consists of estimating an undirected graph given the vessel
likelihood map. This extraction has three key steps, detailed below. First, we skeletonize
the segmentation at multiple scales, then use Dijkstra’s shortest-path algorithm to generate
smooth vessel paths starting at the optic nerve. Finally, we clean up this graph to remove
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self-loops and other small errors arising from the skeletonization. We describe each of these
sub-steps below.

Multilevel Skeletonization
The first step to extract a graph given a pixel-level likelihood map is to skeletonize this
image. A single skeletonization pass does not yield good results, though, because we need to
apply different rules for thick vs. thin vessels. Instead, we use a range of thresholds T on the
likelihood map Iˆp . These thresholds range from 255 to a minimum t0 (25 in our experiments)
with a step size of p (20 in our experiments). In other words, we binarize the segmentation
map using each of thresholds, then calculate a skeleton for each threshold, a process we call
multilevel-skeletonization. We then convert the union of these skeleton into a dense lattice
graph, which we call the union graph (see Fig. 4.3(a) for an example). Finally, we use a
novel pruning technique to reduce the number of nodes and edges in the graph. Specifically,
as shown in Fig. 4.3(c), we remove small triangles to ensure that all nodes in the middle of
a vessel have degree two.
Algorithm 1: Multilevel skeletonization of Iˆp
Iˆp = Vessel likelihood map, where each pixel range from 0 − 255.
ST = 0 initialized array being same size as the image.
for t in range(255, t0 , -p) do
st = threshold(Iˆp , t);
skt = skeletonize(st );
ST = max(ST , skt );
end

Algorithm 1 summarizes our multilevel skeletonization. In short, the threshold function
sets every pixel in Ip to 0 if it is less that the threshold t; otherwise it sets it to 255. The
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skeletonize operation can be any morphological operation that yields a skeleton, and max
is pixel-wise maximum. The resulting union graph Gu is an 8-connected lattice graph, where
each node is a pixel with value 255 in the thresholded image, and two nodes have an edge if
they are 8-neighbor pixel.
We assign three attributes to each node (i, j) of Gu : (a) the vessel likelihood of the
corresponding pixel Iˆp (i, j); (b) the color of pixel (i, j) in Lab space from the original fundus
image; and (c) the shortest distance to a background pixel in the binary image with the
lowest threshold, which we denote as bwdist (n). We then reduce the number of nodes in Gu
using the contraction algorithm detailed in Alg. 2, which ensures that all nodes that belong
to the middle of a vessel segment have degree two. This contraction preserves the topology of
the vasculature while significantly reducing the graph size (both nodes and edges), as shown
in Fig. 4.3(c).
Algorithm 2: Union graph contraction
Gu = Union graph.
Guc = Gu .copy()
s
BG
= Branch nodes in Gu sorted in increasing order of vessel likelihood.
u
s
is not empty do
while BG
u
s
b = pop(BG
);
u
if b not in Guc : continue;
for n in NbGuc ∩ Nb8 - Dt do
if n not in Guc : continue;
if b ̸= n1 : Guc .addEdge(b, n1 ); ∀ n1 ∈ NnGuc ;
if n in Guc : Guc .removeN ode(n);
end
end
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Dijkstra’s shortest-path algorithm for complete vessel path tracing
Even after contraction, the union graph retains some spurious small clusters, as illustrated in
Fig. 4.3(d) (see the groups of blue dots in the image). Thus, we use Dijkstra’s shortest path
algorithm to refine the vessel paths on this graph further. We run this algorithm in parallel,
starting from the different end nodes to reduce the overall running time. We weigh the edges
of our graph using the geometric mean of the node attributes mentioned in Sec. 4.3.2:

w(n1,n2) = ewv ·log(1+p∗ )+wc ·log(1+c∗ )+ww ·log(1+w∗ )

(4.1)

, where
• p∗ = 255 -

Ip (n1)+Ip (n2)
,
2

and Ip (n) is the vessel likelihood of pixel n.

• c∗ = a color similarity metric, specifically the deltaCie2000(n1, n2) distance in Lab
color space (Sharma et al., 2005).
• w∗ = bwdist (n1) + bwdist (n2).
We first detect the optic nerve head (ONH) by randomly picking pairs of end nodes
(250 in our case) and running Dijkstra’s algorithm (3) between them. We select the node
included most often across all paths as the ONH. We then run two passes of Dijkstra’s algorithm starting at the ONH node (see Alg. 3 and Alg. 4). We run a second pass because
Dijkstra’s algorithm, by design, consistently favors some paths over others, which leads to
some intermediate vessel segments not being utilized at all, which in turn leads to disconnected paths. In order to fix this issue, we first detect unvisited regions, then normalize the
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edge weights based on the distance to the extracted topology after one pass (Alg. 5). We
then rerun the algorithm on these unvisited regions only (Alg. 4).
Algorithm 3: Parallel Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm for vessel tracking: This algorithm, which is followed by some fine tuning in Alg. 4, takes in the
contracted graph from Alg. 2 and outputs a refined, undirected graph.
g0 = G();
for c in sorted CC(Guc ) desc do
cg = G();
src = H;
if H not in c: src = Dc [0];
for parallel t in Dt ∩ cg .nodes do
cg .addEdges(Dic (src, t));
end
wc (i, j) = 1.0; ∀(i, j) ∈ c.edges;
Qc = [];
if len(Knc (3)) == 6: Qc .append(n) ∀ n ∈ c;
for parallel t in Qc do
cg .addP ath(Dic (src, t));
end
g 0 = g 0 ∪ cg ;
end

Graph cleaning
The final step of our undirected graph estimation consists of cleaning any remaining noisy
segments, nodes, or edges in the graph. Specifically, our graph cleaning process is as follows:
• We use a radius of r to contract the optic disk, as shown in Fig. 4.3(f). We then ignore
any nodes withing this disk.
• We remove self-loop edges and isolated nodes.
• We remove leaf segments with less that l nodes.
• We remove small cycles with <= l nodes.
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Algorithm 4: Fine-tune the output of Dijkstra’s Alg. 3: The undirected
graph extracted by the shortest path topology extraction algorithm is not vessel
topology aware. That is, the algorithm always follows the shortest path on a given
cost; however, some images can vary in brightness, contrast, or have medical abnormalities leading to disconnected vessel segments. In order to fix this, this algorithm
readjusts weights (BWAdjust ) in such regions where a significant portion of the contracted graph is not visited by Alg. 3. It is parametrized by Γ as in Alg. 5
g1 = g0 .copy();
gw = Guc .copy() weighted contracted union graph;
for i in DI do
gl = gw .copy();
gl .removeN odes(g.nodes);
for nodes in CC(gl ) do
bz = [] + (Nngw − nodes); ∀n ∈ nodes;
lwg = gw .subgraph(Kkgw (n); ∀n ∈ nodes ∪ bz);
Plen [(s, t)] = Dig0 (s, t); ∀(s, t) ∈ combination(bz, 2);
if len(Plen ) == 0: continue;
Plen = sortedDesc (Plen .values());
bzsegs = set();
for p in Plen .values()[0] do
if p in seg: bzsegs .add(seg); ∀ seg ∈ Sg1
end
BWAdjust (lwg , g1 );
for seg in bzsegs do
lwg .edges[e].weight = 0.0; ∀e ∈ lwg .subgraph(seg).edges
end
for b in bg ∩ lg .nodes do
l
lwg .edges[(b, n)].weight = 0.0; ∀n ∈ Nbwg
end
if Dicost
lwg (Plen [0][0], Plen [0][1]) > 0.0: g.addP ath1 (Dilwg (Plen [0][0], Plen [0][1]);
end
end
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Algorithm 5: BWAdjust - This algorithm re-initializes edge weights based on how far
the left nodes are from the currently extracted topology. The parameter Γ controls
how the edge weights are influenced by the distance of two edge nodes from the
current topology.
BWAdjust (wg , g){
lg = wg - g;
for n in lg .nodes do
wg .n.dist = distmin (n, bi );
end
for n1 , n2 in lg .edges do
ˆ
ˆ
w1 = 255 − Ip (n1 )+2 Ip (n2 ) ;
w2 = wg .n1 .dist + wg .n2 .dist;
w1
wg (n1, n2).weight = eΓ·w
;
2
end
};
• We disconnect corner connections (abrupt turns).
• We replace very long edges with evenly spaced paths for a more uniform node distribution.
• We smooth paths so that they align better with the center of the underlying vessels.
We empirically determined the values of the constants listed above for our experiments,
which are listed in Tbl. 4.3.

4.3.3

Directed Topology Estimation

In this third step of our pipeline, we convert the undirected graph g obtained in the previous
step into a directed graph dg in which the edges point away from the optic nerve. Intuitively,
this corresponds to blood flow for the arteries and the reverse of blood flow for the veins.
Estimating a direction for each edge greatly simplifies the topology refinement in subsequent
steps since, as proven in (Estrada et al., 2015b), estimating the optimal topology in an
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undirected graph is NP-hard. Below, we describe our flow assignment algorithm, which is
also summarized in Alg. 7.

Figure 4.4: Pseudo ONH obtained by our flow-assignment algorithm (Alg. 7) The cyan node denotes
the pseudo optic nerve head (ONH), whereas yellow nodes are end nodes (degree = 1). The size
of the node indicates the proportion of flows that converge to that node in our flow-assignment
algorithm. In short, we traverse from the end points and branch node neighbors until we hit either
the ONH or another end node. We can see that most of the visits are accumulated at the pseudo
ONH, as well as at the closest end nodes for disconnected vessel segments.

.

Flow assignment
We first assign a direction to each edge using a recursive flow assignment algorithm. This
algorithm takes the undirected graph estimated in Sec. 4.3.3 and determines which end of the
edge is pointing away from the optic disc, as illustrated in Fig. 4.3(f). Correctly estimating
the direction of the edges is a crucial step as direction is a key prior for properly estimating
the final topology.
In more detail, our recursive algorithm determines edge directions based on the geometry
of how vessels branch. When a child vessel branches from a parent vessel, it tends to split at
an acute angle of < 90o in a direction away from the optic nerve head (ONH). Our algorithm
also uses a momentum factor that models how multiple small flows converge to a larger
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one, similar to rivers. The core of this algorithm is a route function (Alg. 6) that traces
vessels from the end nodes (dn = 1) and branch nodes (Bg ) back to a checkpoint node (Cg ),
tallying the number of visits to each checkpoint. These checkpoints are either the ONH or
the closest endpoint to the ONH along a path with a missing vessel segment (see Fig. 4.3
for visual examples of these checkpoints). The route function requires a branch-forward
measure to select which path to take along a branch. In principle, one can choose a variety
of branch-forward measures, but we empirically settled on the following measure:

f w(g, i, b, j) = exp(ath ×

180
).
1 + Sθ (Sib , Sjb )

(4.2)

Here, Sθ is the straightness of segment Sib when forwarding to another segment Sjb of a branch
b s.t. j ̸= i. As illustrated in Fig. 4.5, this straightness measure is based on the weighted
angles between neighboring segments, parametrized by weighting constants o1 , o2 , and o3 .
In short, to determine the direction of flow along a segment, we select the direction that
yields the straightest path back to a checkpoint.
Algorithm 6: Recursive route estimation used as a subfunction in Alg. 7. This
algorithm uses a vessel straightness measure (Fig. 4.5) based on vessel orientation.
Note that we can replace the branch forward measure with any desired measure.
g = any un-directed graph.
b = any branch node in g.
i = any adjacent node of b.
path = route(g, b, i, Cg ){
if Sib [-1] in Cg : return Sib ;
nxt = minj (Sθ (g, i, b, j))∀j ∈ Nbg − i;
return Sib [-1] + route(g, Sib [-1], nxt, Cg );
};

In healthy vessels, most paths will converge back to the optic nerve head (ONH), as
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illustrated in Fig. 4.4. In this figure, node size corresponds to number of visits to each
checkpoints, showing that most of the convergence is to the ONH. Note however, that some
paths converge to other checkpoints. These usually reflect disconnected parts of the vasculature where the vessel segmentation algorithm did not detect any vessels, which may be due
either to poor imaging conditions or pathologies. As we discuss in Sec. 4.5, this distribution
of checkpoint convergences could potentially be used as a feature for identifying vascular
abnormalities.

Default:
End nodes
Branch nodes

Figure 4.5: Default heuristics used in the branch-forward measure in Eq. 4.2. This measure is
based on the orientation of neighboring branch segments (Sθ ). The checkpoint of interest here is
b0 , and we aim to forward this flow from segment Sib through branch b1 . The cost of moving along
a branch is proportional to how straight the path is.

4.3.4

Tree Topology Estimation from Directed Graph

After assigning a direction to each edge, the resulting graph dg is, by construction, a directed
planar graph. However, vessels only appear planar in a fundus image because the arteries
and veins cross each other, creating spurious crossing points in the image. Therefore, in the
final stage of our pipeline, we convert the planar topology into a three-dimensional graph
by splitting these crossing points in a way that best matches the underlying anatomy. In
other words, we seek the most likely set of splits such that the resulting graph consists of
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ii) Vessel-Prior + AV-GT

i) Vessel-Prior + AV-Prior

Algorithm 7: Flow assignment: This algorithm takes as input an undirected planar
graph g1 . It traverses a path back to a checkpoint (Cg1 ), either the ONH or the
closest end-point to the ONH, starting at each end node (Dg1 , dn = 1) and branch
node (Bg1 ) using the routing algorithm described in Alg. 6. In addition to the edge
directions, we also tally the number of hits to each checkpoint.
gd = DG().
Cv = {ci : 0} ∀ ci ∈ Cg1 .
for n in Dg1 + Bg1 do
for nbr in Nng1 do
pth = route(g1 , n, nbr, Cg1 );
Cv [pth[−1]] += 1;
end
for seg in Sg1 do
f1 = route(g1 , seg[0], seg[1], chk);
f2 = route(g1 , seg[−1], seg[−2], chk);
1
;
Sf 1 = Cv [f1 [−1]] · (1 − int(seg[−1] ∈ ends)) + len(f
1)
1
Sf 2 = Cv [f2 [−1]] · (1 − int(seg[0] ∈ ends)) + len(f2 ) ;
if f1 > f2 : seg = seg[:: −1];
gd .addEdges((seg[i], seg[i + 1]);
end
end

a) End(yellow), Branch(cyan) b) Source branches(white)

c) Sink branches(white)

d) Fixed Graph after HLO

e) Generated A/V mask

a)

Figure 4.6: Prior Mapped to flow-graph obtained from Alg. 7. i) Flow obtained from vessel
prior(from U-Net), and AV-Prior(U-Net). ii) Flow obtained from vessel-Prior and AV-Ground
Truth. a) End nodes(golden yellow, degree = 1), branch nodes(cyan, degree > 2. b) Source branch
nodes(white), c) Sink branch nodes(white), d) Graph after High Level Graph Operations(HLO) +
A/V label propagation. e) Artery/Vein segmentation mask generated from propagated topology
graph by mapping it to a binary segmentation and using nearest neighbour label propagation.
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separate artery and vein subtrees (i.e., subgraphs without loops). Below, we first discuss the
cost function that we use to determine which tree topologies are most likely given the planar
graph, then detail the high-level operations (HLOs) that we use to merge and shift nodes in
the graph to obtain a better overall topology.

Tree Topology Cost Function
Formally, we seek to convert a directed graph with loops into a tree without loops. This
tree should have two main subtrees, one for the arteries and one for the veins. We convert a
directed graph into a tree by splitting the crossing nodes, i.e., nodes with in-degree greater
than one, into multiple nodes, each with in-degree equal to one. To determine how to split
these nodes, we use the following cost function to assign a likelihood to each possible tree
topology:
Cgd =

X

eCRpair (b) + eCRprob (b) + eBR(b) + eF W (b) .

(4.3)

b∈Bg

Here, g is the undirected graph of gd , CRpair is a crossings cost that measures if the number
of incoming arteries and veins match the number of outgoing arteries and veins at crossing
nodes. CRprob penalizes segments that have both artery and vein labels along their path,
while BR penalizes crossings with unnatural branching (e.g., when two incoming vessels have
only one outgoing vessel). Finally, F W penalizes artery-artery and vein-vein crossings. We
discuss each term in more detail below.
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The first term in the cost function, CRpair , is defined as:

CRpair (b) = a1 · cb , cb =





3 − max(Ac , Vc ), if db = 3

(4.4)




 |Ac −Vc | , otherwise
crdiv

where Ac is the number of artery segments connected to branch b, Db is the degree of branch
b, and crdiv is a normalization factor that enforces that the number of arteries and veins in a
crossing should be the same when the degree of that crossing is 4, as well as that the arteries
and veins should be paired as much as possible for higher degrees. We use crdiv = 1.9 (instead
of 2) to ensure that we do not penalize natural A − V crossing for cases where Db > 4.
Our second term, CRprob , is defined as:

CRprob (b) = a2 · (1 − |E(a) − E(v)|),

(4.5)

where E(a) is the average likelihood that nodes in neighboring segments of branch b are
arteries, and likewise E(v) for veins. This term enforces that the likelihood of segments
along a branch being arteries or veins should be nearly discrete (i.e., close to either 0 or 1).
Similarly, BR, detailed in Alg. 8, is the cost incurred when unlikely branching scenarios
occur—such as an incoming vessel in a crossing having no outgoing vessel. That is, the
out-degree should ideally be greater or equal to the in-degree. Also, when there are multiple
vessels crossing at a single point, the segments that share a minimum branch-forward cost
(Sθ ), as illustrated in Fig. 4.5, should be preferred.
Finally, the F W term measures if the branch-forward operation in Alg. 8 results in labels
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out
Algorithm 8: Branchness cost for each branch in a directed graph g, where din
b /db
is the in/out degree at branch b of the corresponding directed graph gd .
BR(g, b){
gc = [ϵ];
x = max(Sθ (Sib , Sjb ));
g
x
if din
b >= 2: gc.append( 360 ); ∀i, j ∈ INb ;
x
if dout
>= 2: gc.append( 360 ); ∀i, j ∈ ONbg ;
b
din

return a3 · [(( doutb +ϵ )2 +
b

P

gc
)];
len(gc)

};

that are consistent with the way arteries and veins are distributed in a retinal image. That
is, this term penalizes neighboring segments having inconsistent labels (e.g., one is labeled an
artery, the other a vein). To measure this consistency, we use a version of the branch-forward
cost that has the artery-vein prior factor added along with the orientation (straightness):

b

b

Sθav (i, b, j) = eath ·log(1+Sθ (g,i,b,j))+ace ·log(1+ce(Si ,Sj )) ,

P
F W (b) = a4 ·

g

i∈INb d

Sθav (i, b, Sθnmin (b, i))
len(INbgd ),

,

(4.6)

(4.7)

where Sθnmin (b, i) = j, s.t. Sθ (i, b, j), ∀j ∈ Nbg − {i}. In short, a high cost is incurred if, for
all the in-neighbors of a branch, the straightest outgoing segment has a different label to the
incoming segment.

High Level Graph Operations (HGO) for optimal blood flow estimation
In this section, we describe the graph edit operations that we use to refine our estimated
topology. As noted above, graph topology estimation is an NP-hard problem (Estrada
et al., 2015b). However, in practice the optimization problem is tractable given a good
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directed graph gd , and a high-quality artery-vein prior (see Sec. 4.3.1); both of these pieces
of information help constrain the overall optimization problem.
As such, we first map our artery-vein prior Iˆav to the directed graph gd by assigning
to each edge the most common AV label of the pixels that it overlaps (see Fig. 4.6). We
then minimize Eq. 4.3 using a finite set of high-level graph operations (HLOs), illustrated in
Figs. 4.7 and 4.8. We describe each HLO below.
First, however, it is important to understand why graph editing is needed in the first
place. For example, when an artery and a vein cross each other, most path extraction
algorithm, including ours, tend to shift the crossing either up or down creating two threedegree nodes instead of a single four-degree branch node (see Fig. 4.8(HLO1)); thus, one of
our HLO operations is tasked with correcting this particular error. Our other HLOs follow
a similar pattern: they are meant to correct local errors in the topology stemming from
extraction errors or pixelization ambiguity.
In more detail, we use the directed topology graph gd mapped with A/V labels from Iˆav to
identify source and sink nodes (i.e., those with either no in-neighbors or out-neighbors) since
we empirically determined that most editing errors involve these types of nodes. Specifically,
sink and source nodes are often the result of (1) a branch connecting to the wrong node on the
overlapping branch or (2) a segment that is pointing in the wrong direction. We iteratively
perform HLOs on these nodes, maintaining a heap of edited graphs with their associated
graph cost (Eq. 4.3), with the lowest-cost topology at the top of the heap. However, we only
modify the current topology to fit the top of the heap if and only if the cost difference with
the current best state is more than ∆. This threshold prevents the optimization algorithm
from over-editing the graph. After each HLO, we propagate labels from the shift destination
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nodes (see Fig. 4.7) before calculating the new graph cost since the HLO might cause global
changes in the artery-vein labels. We then push the topology onto the heap and select a
new possible topology to explore. Below, we discuss how we identify sink and source nodes
in more detail.
Source nodes: We define a source node as a branching node where the outgoing vessels
have different labels (see (Figs. 4.8, 4.9(a)). Arteries and veins can only overlap in the image,
not bifurcate from each other, but the AV prior may contain such inconsistencies. To identify
these points, we first use the route method (Alg. 6) on the undirected graph g of gd at two
outgoing vessel with the A/V -aware forward algorithm Sθav (Eq. 4.6). We then calculate a
propagation score R(v1 , v2 ) (Eq. 4.8) based on the outgoing vessel segments:

R(v1 , v2 , k) = max(

emv
ema
,
)
(ema + emv ) (ema + emv )

(4.8)

, where ma = z · E(v1artery ) + 1 − E(v2artery ), mb = z · E(v1vein ) + 1 − E(v2vein ), and z is a
scaling factor. We only select a branching node as a source node if the propagation score is
greater than a threshold tav . In addition to this threshold-based selection, we also consider
a bifurcated branch node to be a source if the two outgoing sub-graph intersect further
downstream. The latter is a necessary constraint because, as mentioned above, arteries and
veins never cross each other, thus if the two paths meet, at least one of them has the wrong
label.
Sink nodes: Similar to source nodes, a sink node is a node where the two or more incoming
vessels have different labels (see Figs. 4.7, 4.9(b)). We also use the propagation score and
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Artery
Vein
Sink

HLO1: ShUP

i. Shift Up

ii. Detach

HLO2: ShDWN i. Shift Down

HLO3: REV-ShUP

i. Reverse

ii. HLO:ShUP

HLO4: REV-ShDWN

i. Reverse

ii. HLO:ShDWN

ii. Detach

Figure 4.7: High Level Operation Shift up and Shift Down from sink. We use HLOs to correct
errors in the initial skeletonization and graph extraction. See text for details.
Artery
Vein
Source

HLO5: ShDWN-SRC

i. Shift Down

ii. Detach

Figure 4.8: ]

High Level Operation Shift Down from source. We use HLOs to correct errors in the initial
skeletonization and graph extraction. See text for details.
threshold discussed above to select these nodes.
High Level Operations: We now describe our HLOs on sink and source nodes. There
are four operations on sink nodes as shown in Fig. 4.7: Shift-Up, Shift-Down, Reverse-ShiftUp, and Reverse-Shift-Down. For the Reverse HLOs, one needs to choose which of the two
segments to reverse. Here, we pick the segment with the highest CRpair (b) cost (Eq. 4.4).
Source nodes have two operation. The first is Shift-Source-Up, as shown in Fig. 4.8. The
second is Shift-Source-Up, which we found to be very rare in our dataset, so we omitted it
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ii) AV-Prior

i) AV-GT

i.

a) Source nodes

b) Sink nodes

Figure 4.9: Source and sink nodes in actual fundus image patches. Note how the extraction errors
match the HLOs described in the text.

in our experiments for simplicity. One can easily include this operation as well, though, if
needed for a new dataset.
High Level Graph Operation on Sink Nodes: We perform the aforementioned four
operations on each sink node as follows. First, we sort the sink nodes in ascending order
by their distance to the ONH and push each possible topology into a min heap—the top
of the heap is the topology with minimum cost. Working with sink nodes that are closest
to the ONH first makes more sense because sink nodes that are further away must route
through the closer nodes to get to the ONH. Thus, sink nodes closer to the ONH have a
higher impact on the correctness of the overall topology. As an example, we can compare
the initial sink nodes in Fig. 4.6(c) vs. after fixing via an HLO operation in Fig. 4.6(d). In
more detail, the four operations, illustrated in Fig. 4.7, are:
• Shift-Up: We merge the outgoing segment from the sink down to the middle node of
that segment. This in turn squeezes the outgoing segment and its end branches to a
single branch. We call this a shift-up operation because we shift the sink upwards in
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the direction of the flow.
• Shift-Down: The shift down operation is similar to shift up but in the reverse direction
(opposite the flow).
• Reverse (followed by shift up or down): The performance of the flow assignment
algorithm (Alg. 7) depends on how good the vessel prior Iˆp is. There could be cases
where a segment is assigned the wrong direction because of a wrong prior. To correct
this, we use a reverse operation, followed by a shift up or down to connect the reversed
segment to the correct downstream vessel.

High Level Graph Operation on source: As mentioned above, source and sink nodes
come in pairs in the majority of cases, corresponding to the beginning and end of a vessel
segment. However, there are cases where source node appears by themselves; usually such locations form when a vessel passes through the branching of another vessel (see Fig. 4.8(HLO5)
for an example). In theory, we can apply both shift up and shift down operations in such
locations, but our close inspection of the datasets used in our experiments revealed a handful
cases of shift down, and almost negligible cases of shift up operations. Therefore, we have
only used shift down operations for source nodes.

4.3.5

AV Label Propagation

When correcting the topology with HLO operations, it is important to update the arteryvein labels so that they match the corrected topology. We update these labels using label
propagation, namely assigning downstream segments the label of upstream segments. As we
show in our experiments (Sec. 4.4), this label propagation consistently improves the overall
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artery-vein classification accuracy across multiple datasets.
In more detail, we propagate the labels starting at two points:
• Sink node propagation: We start propagating from the sink nodes that are closest to
the optic nerve head (ONH). This minimizes the probability of an incorrect propagation
because all the paths we are about to propagate labels to have already been worked
with. We set the artery-vein probabilities of each node to be the average expectation
of the incoming paths obtained by the route algorithm (Alg. 6). Once we are done
with all sink nodes, we continue iteratively for the remaining nodes until the graph
cost in Eq. 4.3 stops improving.
• Propagate from end nodes. After propagating from the sink nodes, we propagate
labels starting from the end nodes back to the ONH. We use the same routing method
(Alg. 6) starting from each end node, replacing each path by the average expectation
of the vessel. The average expectation works well in this case because the A/V priors
estimated by our neural network are nearly discrete (i.e., always close to 0 or 1). We
run multiple passes over all end nodes and stop when the graph cost stops improving.
As noted above, this propagation scheme consistently improved the overall accuracy of
artery-vein labels. However, it is important to note that one of the challenges of graph-based
label propagation is that a single incorrect label can affect all downstream segments stemming
from it. For example, a single incorrect label near the ONH could cause an entire subtree to
have the wrong label. Thus, we regularize our label propagation using stop-points—nodes
from which we avoid any further propagation. A good examples of a stop point is a crossing
where one of the neighboring segments is undetectable because of poor image quality or a
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pathology, causing this four-neighbor branch (crossing) to appear as a three-neighbor branch
(source node). If one of the neighbor has a different label, it might incorrectly be propagated
to the other segments. Another example is when two directed paths from two source nodes
meet further down the tree, violating the AV crossing constraint. More generally, we select
stop nodes among the source nodes whose outgoing sub-trees meet at some downstream
node. This ensures that the two sub-trees are of different labels. We avoid propagating
labels beyond such stop-points by adding these stop-nodes to the checkpoint nodes of the
corresponding graphs (Cg ) in the routing algorithm (Alg. 6).

4.4

Experiments and Results

We tested our graph estimation and artery-vein classification pipeline on multiple retinal
datasets. Specifically, we tested our pipeline on the DRIVE (Staal et al., 2004), WIDE
(Estrada et al., 2015b), and INSPIRE (Tang et al., 2011) datasets, which have 40, 30, and
40 images, resp. The first two datasets had ground-truth, pixel-level vessel segmentations
and AV labels, while the latter only had sparse AV-labeled graphs specifying the vascular
topology. For each dataset, in addition to our full pipeline, we also carried out ablation
studies to understand the impact of different stages of the pipeline on the final result. Below,
we first describe our experimental setup in more detail, then discuss our quantitative results.

4.4.1

Experimental setup

Convolutional neural networks: As described in Sec. 4.3.1, we used two separate U-Net
(Ronneberger et al., 2015) networks to generate pixel-level vessel and artery-vein priors. We
trained separate networks for the DRIVE and WIDE datasets using their corresponding
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ground-truth annotations. For INSPIRE, however, which does not have pixel-level ground
truth, we obtained likelihood maps by training a third pair of networks on the combined
data from other datasets, described in more detail below. As we show in our results, our
pipeline was able to achieve good transfer learning results on this third dataset, confirming
the generality of our proposed approach.
Hardware: We performed all of our experiments using a Dell Precision 7920R server with
two Intel Xeon Silver 4110 CPUs (32 threads each), 128 GBs of RAM, and two 1080 Ti
Nvidia GeForce GTX graphics cards.
Neural network training: We used 5-fold cross validation to generate likelihood masks
for all the images in the datasets. We trained each network for 300 epochs with a patience
of 50 epochs until no there was no improvement in the validation set. We used an Adam
optimizer with a learning rate of 0.001 and a batch size of 4 for all experiments. We utilized
our custom-built PyTorch library, EasyTorch (Khanal, 2020), to train these networks.
Graph computations: We ran the parallel Dijktra algorithms (Algs. 3 and 4) and all
the other graph algorithms using eight CPU threads. We used a separate validation set
to optimize the graph-operation parameters (listed in Tbl. 4.3), which we then used for all
experiments across the three datasets.
Pipeline ablation: In addition to our full pipeline, we tested two ablated versions to
understand the impact of both the pixel-level segmentation and the initial artery-vein labels
on our final results. In other words, our graph estimation pipeline requires two forms of
prior information: (1) vessel segmentation (i.e., which pixels are part of a vessel) and (2)
the pixel-level AV labels. In this paper, we used U-net networks for this task, but our
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pipeline is agnostic as to how these likelihood maps are generated. Ideally, as better deep
learning methods are developed for these two tasks, our graph pipeline should automatically
improve its results, in turn. To determine the ceiling performance for our graph pipeline,
we ran alternate versions of our pipeline in which we replaced the U-net’s outputs with the
ground truth data, either for the vessel segmentation or the AV labels. As we detail in
our results below, our graph pipeline achieved even better results when given ground-truth
data, validating that our graph extraction, optimization, and label propagation model the
topology of the underlying vessels well.
Transfer learning for the INSPIRE dataset: As we noted above, the INSPIRE dataset
does not have ground-truth vessel segmentation and AV masks available (Tang et al., 2011).
We only had access to a labeled sparse graph specifying the topology of the vessels in these
images (Niemeijer et al., 2011a). Thus, we trained a U-Net model on similar datasets—
specifically, DRIVE (Staal et al., 2004), HRF (Budai et al., 2013a) and CHASEDB (Fraz
et al., 2012))—with available ground-truth data—either segmentation, AV labels, or both in
the case of DRIVE. We then applied this network to INSPIRE, as a form of transfer learning.
To obtain an AV likelihood map, we first binarized the segmentation map and then assigned
an AV label to each segmented pixel based on the nearest edge in the sparse AV-labeled
graph. We treated this AV labeling as the AV ground-truth in our experiments.

4.4.2

Results

Tables 4.4-4.7 show our AV classification results for each of the three datasets. Each pair of
row represents one of the three pipelines discussed above (ablated or full). These correspond
to different combinations of vessel and artery/vein priors, as illustrated in the flowchart in
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Fig. 4.1. In more detail, SEG refers to the pixel-level segmentation and AV is the arteryvein likelihood map. The different superscripts and subscripts indicate different versions of
the pipeline, namely our full pipeline and the two variants used for ablation studies. The
pmap subscript indicates that a variant used the likelihood map output produced by a neural
network, while gt means that a variant used the ground truth data for segmentation or AV
labels, as we explained above. Finally, the 0 superscript corresponds to the AV labels before
graph optimization (i.e., just based on the initial, pixel-level labels), while ∗ shows the results
after extracting the graph and using it to update the labels. For example, SEGgt + AVpmap
means we used the ground-truth segmentation and the AV priors generated by our U-Net
network.
For our main analysis, we calculated three different precision, recall, and F1 scores, listed
in different columns groups with superscripts—g, iseg, and seg. Intuitively, each group
measures performance at either the graph or the pixel level. In more detail, columns marked
as g correspond to a node-level comparison. In other words, we check which percentage of
the nodes in the graph have the correct label, both based on the prior (the rows marked
with a 0 superscript) and after label propagation (the rows marked with the ∗ superscript).
The iseg columns measure the precision, recall, and F1 score only on the pixels that
are shared by the vessel segmentation and the ground truth segmentation. In other words,
our U-net segmentation network has both false positives (pixels marked as vessel that are
background) and false negatives (pixels marked as background that are vessel). The former
have no ground truth AV labels because they are not part of a vessel. As such, here we only
determine the classification rate given the pixels that are shared by both the U-net likelihood
map and the ground truth segmentation (i.e., true positives). In this scenario, the pixels
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under consideration will only have either an artery or vein label since the intersection omits
the background.
Finally, columns marked with a seg superscript consider all pixels, both vessel and background. In this case, we have 3 possible labels for each pixel—artery, vein, and background.
We then calculated micro-precision, micro-recall, and micro-F1 scores across the three classes.
We used the same parameters, listed in Tbl. 4.3, for both DRIVE and WIDE. As our
results in these tables show, our graph pipeline yielded significant classification improvements
in both datasets. Specifically, we can see almost a 5% improvement in node-level labels
in both DRIVE and WIDE after updating the labels using our graph-based propagation
method. Similarly, we can also see a substantial improvements in common-pixel, and full
segmentation mask comparisons. This shows that our graph-based topology matches the
underlying vasculature well, in that the labels propagated using our estimated topology are
more accurate than those obtained by a deep learning method (U-net) alone.
Additionally, we can see similar improvements with the INSPIRE dataset, especially
after a few parameter adjustments. Such adjustments were necessary because INSPIRE
images are larger than DRIVE or WIDE and have different color/contrast characteristics.
As mentioned before, we used transfer learning to obtain a vessel likelihood map for this
dataset. Despite the lack of ground truth, however, our pipeline was still able to yield
significant improvements after label propagation (∼4% with some parameter optimization
as shown in Tbl. 4.3). Even in the case where we used the same parameters as in the other
two datasets, our pipeline was still able to improve on the U-net priors (see Tbl. 4.7).
Finally, Table 4.8 shows a comparison of our fully automatic method to existing, semiautomatic AV segmentation techniques. Here we list the accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity
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of our method since those are the primary metrics used across the different papers. We list
these various results to put our performance in context, but it is important to note that the
results across the different papers are not directly comparable. Some papers only list results
for centerline pixels while others show results for all the segmented pixels. In addition, the
classification accuracy of all these methods depends on how much of the vasculature they
identify as being part of a vessel (i.e., vessel recall). Performing AV classification on an
undersegmented vasculature, i.e., one where only the main vessels have been segmented, will
naturally yield better results than trying to classify both the large and small vessels. All
the methods listed in Tbl. 4.8 used different recall levels in their vessel segmentation, which
further complicates direct comparisons. That being said, we note that our fully automatic
approach was able to achieve AV classification results comparable to techniques that are semiautomated and have a much lower vessel recall. We believe that our proposed approach will
be able to match these semi-automated techniques given more training data.

4.5

Discussion

Most deep learning and machine learning techniques are trained to only diagnose the absence
or presence of a single disease. Different models are used for different diseases because the
most informative pathological markers differ between diseases. As such, each diagnostic
system requires significant time, effort, and resources to train. Furthermore, since each
system is trained in isolation, we cannot compare features across models to gain further
insight into a patient’s health.
In this work, we presented a general-purpose topology extraction method for retinal
fundus images. Our ultimate goal is to leverage this graph-based representation to effectively
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extract all relevant vascular features using a single system. This system will, in turn, allow
us to diagnose multiple diseases with the same, explainable features. For example, we could
use our pipeline to help estimate the artery/vein ratio, tortuosity, bifurcation statistics,
distribution of disconnected vessels, etc. Our current work is an important milestone in this
direction because we have shown that we can extract the vasculature and artery-vein labels
using a single, fully end-to-end system. No manual intervention is needed to correct mistakes
in the topology or in the labels. In addition, as our ablation studies show (Tbls. 4.4, 4.5,
and 4.7), the performance of our system improves given better priors. This is encouraging
because it shows that our topology model accurately captures how vessels are distributed in
the retina. In other words, our graph editing operations rarely introduce errors that were not
present in the initial estimate. Furthermore, we have even shown that our system trained on
the DRIVE dataset works well on a second dataset (INSPIRE) with little-to-no parameter
calibration, further validating the generality of our graph-based model.
In addition, our graph representation may help physicians compute novel features of
interest. For example, in Fig. 4.4 we can see how our flow-assignment algorithm detects possible points where vessel are broken (shown as large yellow nodes in the image). These gaps
in the graph usually reflect poor lighting conditions, but they could also signal locations of
concern in the vasculature itself (e.g., where there might be an obstruction or a hemorrhage).
Potentially, the quality of the extracted graph itself may help ophthalmologists gauge the
patient’s overall health.
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4.6

Conclusion and Future Work

Automated disease diagnosis is not fully trusted in the medical profession, in large part
because current methods are not explainable enough. Therefore, our goal is to develop
fundus analysis techniques that are both diagnostically useful and understandable to a human
operator. To that end, in this work we presented a framework for automatically extracting
and labeling the entire retinal vasculature given a single fundus image. We believe our graphbased representation of the vasculature will open new avenues for local and global vascular
feature analysis. We have also shown that our pipeline generalizes well to novel data, as
shown by our transfer learning results on INSPIRE. Also, in addition to extracting the vessels
themselves, our method also identifies other features of interest, including the pseudo-ONH
shown in Fig. 4.4. It is also important to note that our pipeline only requires the vessel
probability map to generate a directed topology graph. We have shown how this graph can be
used for A/V label propagation; however, we believe that one could similarly use our graph
for estimating other features of interest, including vessel tortuosity, bifurcation, etc., with
minimal-to-no changes. We plan to explore estimating these additional features in future
work. These features may, in turn, lead to more robust and explainable detection tools for
a number of diseases, including glaucoma, diabetic retinopathy, and macular degeneration.
We also intend to explore this form of automated diagnosis in future work.
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Table 4.1: Topology Estimation Algorithms: The above lists the main algorithms used in our
graph estimation pipeline. See Fig. 4.3 for a visual example of each of the above steps.

Algorithm Details
1)
Multilevel
skeletonization

Takes a probability map of a fundus image and generates a union
graph (Fig. 4.3(a)).

2) Union
graph contraction

Uses a graph contraction scheme
on the union graph to significantly prune it while still maintaining the overall vascular structure intact (Fig. 4.3(c)).

3) Parallel
Dijkstra’s
shortest
path vessel
tracking

Takes the contracted graph with
weights calculated using heuristics in Eq. 4.1 and outputs
smooth vessel path.

4) Dijsktra
second
pass

A slightly modified, parallel version of Dijkstra’s shortest path
algorithm with adjusted edge
weights to track vessel in unvisited regions of the graph (Fig.
4.3(e)).

7) Flow
assignment

Takes the undirected vessel paths
generated above and i). Assigns a direction to each edge
using a directed routing strategy (Alg. 6).
ii).
Assign
pseudo-ONH weights to every
end nodes(node with degree 1)
and the real ONH to identify disconnected regions in the vascular
structure (Fig. 4.4).
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Table 4.2: List of symbols used in the paper
Symbol
T
I
Ip , Iˆp
Iav , Iˆav
d
wv , wc , ww
Γ
L
DI
k
l
∆
r
bth
ath
ace
a1 , a2 , a3 , a4
Dg
Dt
Bg
Sib
Sg
Nbg
INbg
ONbg
Nbi
H
Cg
Kng (i)
CC(g)
G()
DG()
Dig (s, t)
wg (i, j)
dn
E(v)
R(v1 , v2 )
tav

Description
Thresholds
Fundus image
Vessel segmentation ground truth, Prior from U-Net
Artery-vein ground truth, A-V prior from U-Net
Min diameter for connected components to be part of a vessel
Weights factor for Dijkstra’s vessel tracking– vessel likelihood, pixel color(Lab),
and width of vessel
A vessel path repel factor. How closely two Dijkstra’s path can be traced closely.
Min number of nodes for a segment
Number of iterations in fine-tune Dijkstra’s algorithm
k-expansion in fine-tune Dijkstra’s algorithm. It represents how much connectivity an un-visited sub-graph has to maintain to the best current topology.
False segment limit
Cost jump for prop
Optic nerve head (ONH) radius
Default branch-forward pair theta coeff.
Default branch-forward pair theta coeff. for A/V Pair
Labeled branch-forward segments pair A/V cross-entropy coeff.
Branch cost factor: crossing pair, pair vessel likelihood, branch forward path
matching, branch forward pair A-V matching
Destination. End nodes(nodes with degree 1) of graph g
Destination. End nodes of graph with smallest threshold
Branch nodes(nodes with degree > 2)
Segment(List of nodes between two branches) starting from a branch b towards
its neighbor i
Set of segments in a graph g
Adjacent Nodes of b in g
In neighbors of b in g, where g is directed
Out neighbors of b in g, where g is directed
List of i(integer) neighbors in a lattice of pixel b
Optic nerve center pixel
Checkpoint nodes (D + [H])
List of i nearest neighbors in g from node n
List of connected components of g
Empty undirected graph
Empty directed graph
Dijkstra’s shortest path from s to t in a weighted graph g
Weight assigned to edge (i, j) in graph g
Degree of node n
Average expectation of a vessel (a path of nodes)
Artery vein propagation score
Artery-vein propagation score threshold.
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Table 4.3: Parameter used in all algorithms.
Parameter
T
wv
wc
ww
d
L
DI
Γ
k
∆
r
bth
ath
ace
a1
a2
a3
a4
tav

DRIVE/WIDE
range[250, 25, −20]
5.0
1.0
11.0
10
11
3
1.0
3
3.0
50
2.0
0.2
0.8
1.0
1.0
0.5
0.5
0.75

IOSTAR
range[250, 25, −20]
3.0
1.0
5.0
10
15
3
2.0
3
5.0
60
2.0
0.2
0.8
1.0
1.0
0.5
0.5
0.75

Table 4.4: Topology estimation results on DRIVE dataset:

Precision
g

R

R

iseg

F1
R

seg

Fg1

Fiseg
1

Fseg
1

U-net seg.

SEG0pmap + AV0gt

0.9181 0.9898 0.9708 0.8872 0.9895 0.9708 0.8941 0.9896 0.9708

& AV GT

SEG∗pmap + AV∗gt
SEG0gt + AV0pmap
SEG∗gt + AV∗pmap
SEG0pmap + AV0pmap
SEG∗pmap + AV∗pmap

0.9325 0.9638 0.9684 0.9274 0.9643 0.9684 0.9287 0.9638 0.9684

Full pipeline

P

g

Combination

& U-net AV

P

Recall
seg

Pipeline

GT seg.

P

iseg

0.7814 0.8738 0.9649 0.7822 0.8723 0.9649 0.7784 0.8710 0.9649
0.8171 0.8806 0.9653 0.8180 0.8798 0.9653 0.8143 0.8781 0.9653
0.7780 0.8815 0.9625 0.7808 0.8795 0.9625 0.7754 0.8783 0.9625
0.8140 0.9015 0.9631 0.8174 0.9057 0.9631 0.8126 0.9036 0.9631
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Table 4.5: Topology estimation results on WIDE dataset:

Precision
g

R

R

iseg

F1
R

seg

Fg1

Fiseg
1

Fseg
1

U-net seg.

SEG0pmap + AV0gt

0.9117 0.9947 0.9753 0.8816 0.9947 0.9753 0.8858 0.9947 0.9753

& AV GT

SEG∗pmap + AV∗gt
SEG0gt + AV0pmap
SEG∗gt + AV∗pmap
SEG0pmap + AV0pmap
SEG∗pmap + AV∗pmap

0.9319 0.9670 0.9726 0.9299 0.9663 0.9726 0.9302 0.9665 0.9726

Full pipeline

P

g

Combination

& U-net AV

P

Recall
seg

Pipeline

GT seg.

P

iseg

0.8122 0.8850 0.9721 0.8114 0.8825 0.9721 0.8102 0.8822 0.9721
0.8739 0.9127 0.9736 0.8724 0.9111 0.9736 0.8715 0.9107 09736.
0.7982 0.8955 0.9681 0.7989 0.8931 0.9681 0.7967 0.8927 0.9681
0.8305 0.9079 0.9685 0.8311 0.9092 0.9681 0.8285 0.9085 0.9685

Table 4.6: Topology estimation results on INSPIRE dataset(Same parameters)

Precision
g

P

R

g

R

iseg

F1
R

seg

Fg1

Fiseg
1

Fseg
1

Combination

U-net seg.

SEG0pmap + AV0gt
SEG∗pmap + AV∗gt

0.9412 0.9873 0.9921 0.9369 0.9869 0.9921 0.9370 0.9871 0.9921

SEG0pmap + AV0pmap
SEG∗pmap + AV∗pmap

0.8105 0.8696 0.9839 0.8092 0.8695 0.9839 0.8080 0.8677 0.9839

Full pipeline

P

Recall
seg

Pipeline
& AV GT

P

iseg

0.9367 0.9447 0.9890 0.9353 0.9445 0.9890 0.9350 0.9439 0.9890
0.8303 0.8697 0.9837 0.8267 0.8673 0.9837 0.8250 0.8653 0.9837

Table 4.7: Topology estimation results on INSPIRE dataset(With some parameters optimized as
in table 4.3)

Precision
Pg

Piseg

Recall
Pseg

Rg

Riseg

F1
Rseg

Fg1

Fiseg
1

Fseg
1

Pipeline

Combination

U-net seg.

SEG0pmap + AV0gt

0.9416 0.9865 0.9920 0.9380 0.9863 0.9920 0.9378 0.9864 0.9920

& AV GT

SEG∗pmap + AV∗gt
SEG0pmap + AV0pmap
SEG∗pmap + AV∗pmap

0.9450 0.9475 0.9891 0.9437 0.9469 0.9891 0.9435 0.9467 0.9891

Full pipeline

0.8158 0.8745 0.9841 0.8146 0.8739 0.9841 0.8132 0.8723 0.9841
0.8427 0.8776 0.9843 0.8391 0.8837 0.9843 0.8379 0.8806 0.9843
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Table 4.8: A/V segmentation result of existing techniques

DRIVE
WIDE
Method
BACC SEN SPE BACC SEN SPE
(Dashtbozorg et al., 2014) 0.870 0.90 0.84
(Estrada et al., 2015a)
0.935 0.930 0.941 0.910 0.909 0.910
(Girard and Cheriet, 2017) 0.927 0.923 0.931
(Ma et al., 2020)
0.944 0.934 0.955
(Hu et al., 2021)
0.955 0.936 0.974
Full Pipeline
0.890 0.9057 0.8758 0.902 0.9092 0.8965
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INSPIRE
BACC SEN SPE
0.865 0.910 0.860
0.915 0.902 0.909
0.918 0.924 0.913
0.870 0.8837 0.8561

5 | ARTERY-VEIN RATIO AND VASCULAR TORTUOSITY MEASURMENT

This chapter is just a natural progression of the work in chapter 3 and 4, where we use these
work to calculate some useful vascular pathology. We use the vessel likelihood-map and
the topology to do better Artery-Vein classification, and furthermore, calculate Artery-Vein
ratio, and vessel tortuosity. As mentioned before in chapter 1, these are one of the most
crucial abnormalities studied heavily.

5.1

Introduction

The research in automating diseases associated to the eye have been done extensively in
the recent years. Especially we focus on 2D retinal fundus images, which are image taken
of the back of the retina by a non-invasive device called funduscope. The main goal of
this procedure is to identify abnormalities in the eye that could lead to very serious optical
diseases like Diabetic Retinopathy Abràmoff et al. (2010), GlaucomaSchuster et al. (2020)
and could even lead to blindness. As per Centers for Disease Control and Prevention(CDC),
USA, 1 in 5 people have some form of diabetes, the cause of Diabetic Retinopathy. Early
detection of such diseases can save huge economic burden Klonoff and Schwartz (2000).
Similarly Glaucoma is one of the top-3 leading cause of blindness with a huge economic
burdenSchuster et al. (2020). The research on automated diagnosis seemed to be divided
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into two main categories.

Figure 5.1: Datasets and results: DRIVEStaal et al. (2004), HRFBudai et al. (2013b); Hemelings
et al. (2019), INSPIRENiemeijer et al. (2011a); Tang et al. (2011), and LESOrlando et al. (2020)
datasets from top to bottom. Original image, Artery-vein ground truth, vessel mask with a single
threshold of 100(0 − 255), and final topology graph with Artery-Vein prediction.

In Direct diagnosis approach, we usually feed the entire fundus image to a model like
a Convolutional Neural Network(CNN), and ask for a likelihood for a number of diseases
Agurto et al. (2011); Gulshan et al. (2016); Sahlsten et al. (2019); Zhu et al. (2022). This
process seem to yield good results in terms of measurements on the validation and test set,
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however the important factor of explain-ability seem to be absent. Ophthalmologist, and
even patients tend to ask for a explainable diagnosis rather that a final conclusion for any
medical condition. This method is notorious for needing a very large amount of labeled
data as well, which is very time consuming especially in medical field. Explained Feature
based diagnosis is another pathway is doing an explained diagnosis as an ophthalmologist
would do, where we get a clear explanation on why a particular diagnosis was given for a
patient. The existing work on this field is limited to either AV-segmentation, or AV-ratio,
and tortuosity measurement independently. This paper is aimed to move this line of research
to a significant step further by introducing a better way of extracting the complete vascular
structure and calculating two of the most important abnormalities; AV-ratio, and vessel
tortuosity. We strongly believe one can extract other vascular features with minimum effort
from here as needed.
This work is a very natural extension of our previous work that extracts the complete
vascular topology Khanal et al. (2022). Additionally, we introduce a vessel caliber based
smoothing mechanism to center-line the vessel path graph to remove local noise. This yields
a topology graph as seen in figure 5.1 last column. The third column is the binarized vessel
mask by using a fixed threshold of 100. We can see that that a fixed threshold suffers from
the precision-recall trade off–some low confident vessel are disconnected, if we use a very
low threshold, chances are, it will pick up noise in some cases, where as in others it merges
two vessels passing very closely as one. This poses a huge problem in measuring vessel
features like width and tortuosity. However, we can see the vascular structure extracted
using the topology extraction algorithm yields much more complete vasculature with the
same likelihood map. For the same reason, we have yielded state of the art A-V classification
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results by training to predict the nodes of this graph with the help of some transfer learning
(figure 5.1, last column).
We have also calculated state-of-the art A-V ratio on the INSPIRE-AVR dataset Niemeijer et al. (2011a) as shown in figure 5.3. Which is calculated by extracting top six wide arteries
and six wide veins within 1D to 1.5D from the disc center and taking the ratio. Since this
dataset does not include optic disc mask, we use transfer learning to extract it. Similarly,
we also calculate the tortuosity of each vessels within 1.5D − 2.5D(D being the diameter)
from disc center as in figure 5.5.

5.2

Related work

Our main goal is extraction of vascular abnormalities thus we focus on tasks related as such.
Mainly there are three tasks–vessel segmentation, artery-vein classification, topology extraction. We also need optic disk to calculate vascular features like artery-vein ratio, so it also
naturally involves optic disk segmentation. The vessel segmentation and A-V segmentation
is usually done as a pixel wise segmentation using convolutional neural networks Galdran
et al. (2019); Girard and Cheriet (2017); Hu et al. (2021); Ma et al. (2020). Others have
done by extracting the topology and using it as a prior Dashtbozorg et al. (2014); Estrada
et al. (2015a); Shin et al. (2020). These technique rely on hard binarization of the likelihood
map and begin the post processing like label propagation, and topology extraction. The
figure 5.1(3rd column from left) shows that using such hard threshold posed a very complicated precision recall trade-off scenario. However, looking at the vasculature extracted from
our topology estimation algorithm(last column from left), we can see the problem of such
trade-off is non-existent. Since the A-V label prediction is dependent on how well we can
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extract the vessels, the error propagates to downstream tasks. In our approach we run A-V
prediction of the topology nodes rather than pixels, making the network more aware of the
existence of a vasculature.
There research in the feature calculation are very limited. The only with the quantified
experiments is Niemeijer et al.Niemeijer et al. (2011a) proposed a method to calculate AV ratio involving segmentation, and center line detection, however it is very limiting as
this process cannot be used to extract other vascular features. However, being a complete
vascular structure we can extract much more features. Comparatively, our method also
achieves state of the art A-V segmentation with the baseline U-Net. Similarly, for vessel
tortuosity, as well, there are only a handful of research works. Chen et al. Chen et al.
(2020) proposed a multi step curvature calculation framework, however the application is
limited to selected segments of the vessels as opposed to the entire fundus image in our
work. The most widely followed approach for vascular tortuosity measurement has been
proposed by Grisan et al.Grisan et al. (2008) that splits a long vessel into smaller segments
based on local curvature. This addresses the problem of inconsistent measures when the
vessels are too large and the curve is naturally wide, but calculating arc-to-chord ratio yields
a larger value. Based off of Grisan et al., Ramos et al. Ramos et al. (2019) proposed a
global tortuosity measure which is a weighted sum of vessels parameterized by the distance
to optic disk center, distance to fovea, A-V label. This poses a lot of point of failure as
all the intermediate tasks like A-V classification, Optic DIsk/Fovea classification are still in
research phase. Pur framework, however, allows the downstream use case to to pick either
segments(vessel path between branch nodes), or select any caliber vessel, or work on just
Arteries or Veins and many more.
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5.3

Method

The entire pipeline is summarized in the figure 5.2. It starts with a fundus image that passes
through a Vessel-UNet yielding a vessel likelihood map. We use the topology extraction
method on the vessel pmap. The vessel likelihood is concatenated with the original image
and passed through Artery-vein UNet to classify each nodes into either Artery or Vein.
Similarly we also pass the image through Optic Disc U-Net to extract the optic disk as
we need the diameter and the center for Artery-Vein ratio and tortuosity measurements.

Vessel likelihood map

Nodes Mask

Vessel U-Net
Fundus
Image

Topology

Vessel topology
Extraction

Artery-Vein Label
Artery-vein ratio

Concatenate
Artery-Vein U-Net
Optic disc mask

Vessel tortuosity

Optic Disc U-Net

Figure 5.2: Artery-Vein ratio and vascular tortuosity calculation flow.

5.3.1

Topology extraction and smoothing

We use 5 − f old cross validation to generate likelihood map for the entire datasets listed
in table 5.1. Then as in the original topology extraction paper, Khanal et al. (2022). We
use multiple thresholds on the likelihood map and skeletonize. Such skeletons are combined
to form a union graph where each vessel pixel is a node, and two node share an edge if
they are neighboring pixels in 8-connectivity. We the use a graph contraction mechanishm
as explained in the original topology paper Khanal et al. (2022) to remove > 80% fo the
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nodes and edges but still keep the overall vasculature intact. We weight each edge by two
nodes’(or pixels’) color, vessel likelihood, and vessel caliber, and run Dijkstra’s shortest path
algorithm. The path traced by Dijkstra algorithm might not follow the vessel’s center-line
path, thus we retrace the path of each segments(nodes path between two branch nodes). We
weight each edge by the minimum distance of two pixels(represented as nodes in the graph)
to the background Bw , which is normalized as in algorithm 9. This strategy makes traversing
through pixels that have high likelihood of being a vessel less costly, yet being in the center
of the vessel.
Algorithm 9: Normalized minimum distance to background, where bwDist is the
distance transform, which is the distance to the closet background pixel in euclidean
space.
T = set of threshold for likelihood map binarization as in Khanal et al. (2022) in
increasing order.
Bw = 0W ×H (Same shape as the likelihood map)
for i, t in (range(len(T )), T ) do
if i > 5: Bw += log(1 + bwDist(segt ) × i2 )
else: Bw += log(1 + bwDist(segt ))
end

5.3.2

Optic Disk/Vessel extraction, and Artery-Vein classification with CNN

There are three CNN involved in our pipeline as shown in figure 5.2. We have used U-Net as
the backbone for all of them Ronneberger et al. (2015). This architecture is widely popular
in medical images for its performance superiority. It consist of multiple upscale-downscale of
feature maps with skip connection on each levels. We used the Vessel U-Net to generate
the vessel likelihood for each pixels. The topology extraction algorithm takes this likelihood
map and the original image and outputs the topology where we represent the vasculature
as nodes and edgesKhanal et al. (2022). Similarly, in parallel, we use Optic Disk U-Net,
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that only takes the original image, to extract the optic disk. Finally the Artery-Vein UNet takes the original image, vessel likelihood map, and the nodes mask obtained from the
topology and gives prediction to each of the nodes to either Artery or Vein. The traditional
way of A-V classification is based on extracting the vessel mask and then classifying each of
those pixels to Artery-Vein. Our technique first extracts the complete vasculature and does
the classification. This ensures we capture all the vessels, as opposed to using a mask, where
fainter vessel have very high change of being ignored. The results(table 5.2) have shown that,
even with a simple base U-Net yields comparable to state-of-the art classification results.
Transfer learning for optic disk and vessel likelihood map—The INSPIRE-AVRNiemeijer
et al. (2011a) dataset of which we want to calculate AV-ratio, and tortuosity, we don’t have
vessel ground truth, and optic disk mask available so we use transfer learning to extract those.
We trained a single model using easytorchKhanal (2020) framework on DRIONSCarmona
et al. (2008), DRISHTI Sivaswamy et al. (2014), DRIVEMotevali et al. (2021b); Staal et al.
(2004), WIDEEstrada et al. (2015b); Motevali et al. (2021b), CHASE-DBFraz et al. (2012)
and used that to generate optic disk mask for the INSPIRE-AVRNiemeijer et al. (2011a)
dataset. Similarly, for vessel likelihood map of the INSPIRE dataset, we trained another
model with DRIVE, STAREHoover et al. (2000), WIDE, CHASEDB, HRF, IOSTARZhang
et al. (2016) and used the trained weights.
Transfer learning for Artery-Vein classification on topology nodes—As in the figure 5.2,
the Artery-Vein U-Net takes the original fundus image, a vessel likelihood, and the nodes
mask obtained from the topology. We train this network to only classify nodes pixel by only
penalizing the nodes mask during training, making the network easier to learn the vessel
connectivity and various constraint Artery and Veins follow. Instead of training this CNN
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from scratch, we first trained the HRF dataset from scratch, as it was the easiest and gave
the best result on the test set, then used the weights on all other dataset and train from
there. Our experiments have shown that it helped the network converge better as shown in
table 5.2.

5.3.3

Artery Vein ratio measurement

We measure the A-V ratio by taking six largest arteries and six largest veins(can be less if
six are not available) within 1D - 1.5D range as show in the figure 5.3. To incorporate the
discrepancy due to branching factor, Knudtson et al Knudtson et al. (2003) have proposed
an iterative method that computes the ratio as

CRAE(A)
,
CRV E(V )

where A and V are list of width

of arteries and veins in descending order, CRAE being Central Retinal Artery Equivalent,
and CRV E as Central Retinal Vein Equivalent. The calculate the actual width of each
pariticipating vessels, we first binarize the vessel likelihood map by a threshold(t = 100),
and calculate the distance transform bwDist as discussed in algo. 9. If the topology vessel
path passes through the center-line of each vessels, we can use the node’s corresponding
value from bwDist as the half width. We made sure that the topology vessel path passes
through the center by the smoothing algorithm 9. Once we have all the widths, the iterative
process of their calculation is detailed in algorithm 10.
Extraction of top − 6 wide arteries and veins from the topology graph—The figure 5.3,
right). We remove the connected components that do not span both inner and outer circle(in
white in fig. 5.3). We the use the route algorithm from the original topology paper Khanal
et al. (2022)from the end nodes touching the inner circle to the end nodes touching the outer
circle. We then remove the visited vessels and repeat the process in reverse order(from end
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Algorithm 10: CRAE and CRV E calculation routine. The branching cefficient
provided by Knudtson et al. Knudtson et al. (2003) is p = 0.88 for arteries, and
p = 0.95 for veins. Once the routine completes, we will get a single value for arteries
and, a single values for veins which we use to calculate the A-V ratio.
C = [];
W = list of widths in descending order with length min(len(A), len(V ), 6);
while len(A) > 1 do
f = W.pop(0); // pop the first element
l = W.pop(−1);
p // pop the last element
C.append(p · f 2 + l2 );
if len(W ) <= 1 then
W = W + C;
sortDescending(A);
C = [];
end
end

nodes touching outer circle to inner). To calculate the actual width of each vessels, we take
the bwDist of nodes on 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 length, and take the average. We group the vessel
width by Artery and Vein based on A-V labels provided by our Artery-Vein U-Net–we
simply label a vessel as an artery if the average likelihood of being artery, as given by the
CNN, is higher than that of the veins, and vice versa. Once we have all the widths, we
simply use the iterative algorithm 10 to calculate the AV-ratio.

5.3.4

Tortuosity measurement

To measure vessel tortuosity we only consider vessel in range 1D = 2.5D from the optic Disk
center as show in the figure 5.5. We extract the sub-graph within this region, remove branch
vessels that are very small(< l nodes, where l = 10). We also skip segments(nodes between
two branch nodes), that are less than 2 ∗ l. Now we have vessel path that span long distance
but ignore ambiguous regions like branch points. To actually measure the tortuosity, we use
the standard technique by Grisan et al. Grisan et al. (2008), given by equation 5.1. The
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work also consist of method to detect such local curvature points and we simply used it out
of the box.


n 
n − 1 X Lic
Tg =
−1
Lc i=1 Lix

(5.1)

, where n is number of sub-segments, Lc is chord length of the full segment, Lic is the arc
length and Lix is the chord length.

5.4

Experiments and results

We have used four well known datasets in this work as described in table 5.1. As we can
see the dataset varies on resolution a lot, we decided to resize all images to maximum
dimension of 896 × 896 maintaining the aspect ratio. This also shows the superiority of
our technique in topology extraction when image are extremely re-scaled upward(DRIVE
dataset), and downward(HRF dataset). The scores reported are of 5 − f old cross validation
on all datasets.

5.4.1

Neural Networks training

We performed all the training in our intel server with 2 2080 ti NVIDIA Graphics card, 48
logical cores, and 256 GB Memory. We trained all the experiments with a patience of 50
epochs, where we stop the training if the F1 score on validation set does not improve in last
50 epochs. We used stochastic class weights as mentioned in the paper Khanal and Estrada
(2020) while training. We feed the neural networks 388 × 388 image patch, and use sliding
window to feed the entire image. We use patch overlap of 250 pixels on both dimensions.
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We use Adam optimizer with learning rate of 0.001.
Table 5.1: Datasets used and their details
Dataset

Total images

Image resolution

DRIVE Staal et al. (2004)

40

565 × 584

HRF Budai et al. (2013b);
Hemelings et al. (2019)
INSPIRE-AVR Niemeijer
et al. (2011a); Tang et al.
(2011)
LES Orlando et al. (2020)

45

3504 × 2336

40

2392 × 2048

22

1620 × 1444

Comments
Standard dataset used in almost
all liteature.
Ultra HD images.

Table 5.2: A/V segmentation result of existing techniques

DRIVE
Method
Galdran et al.
(2019)
Dashtbozorg
et al. (2014)
Estrada et al.
(2015a)
Girard
and
Cheriet (2017)
Ma et al. (2020)
Hu et al. (2021)

INSPIRE-AV

HRF

LES

BACC SEN SPE BACC SEN SPE BACC SEN SPE BACC SEN SPE
0.895

0.890 0.900 0.800 0.820 0.780

-

-

-

0.870

0.900 0.840 0.885 0.910 0.860

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.935

0.930 0.941 0.909 0.915 0.902

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.927

0.923 0.931

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.865 0.880 0.850

0.944 0.934 0.955 0.918 0.924 0.913
0.955 0.0.936 0.974
0.964 0.958 0.970 0.944 0.942 0.946

CNN*
0.926
CNN + Prop* 0.934

0.936 0.917 0.903 0.901 0.906 0.946 0.954 0.938 0.889 0.907 0.872
0.943 0.925 0.924 0.917 0.931 0.951 0.955 0.948 0.904 0.915 0.894

* The scores reported are based on vessel centerline pixels, not the whole vessel mask.

5.4.2

Artery-Vein classification on topology

Table 5.2 shows the comparison between A-V classification with vessel mask vs nodes. As
we can see using a vanilla U-Net to classify nodes yields very comparable results. One
thing to note is, we cannot directly compare the between these two approaches because
existing techniques uses the entire vessel mask for score computation, whereas we only use
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the vessel path(or center-line path). Additionally, to reciprocate with our original idea to be
able to compute all vessel abnormalities, we extract the entirety of the vascular structure as
opposed to using fixed threshold to generate a binary mask, used by the previous techniques.
By choosing a specific threshold, we can easily bias our result towards one of Sensitivity or
Specificity. For example, a lower threshold only segments high confidence larger vessels,
making it easier for the network to classify A-V. So we believe its unfair to directly compare
the results. Nonetheless, our results being more constrained, are comparable or even better
than the existing techniques. The rows labeled CNN represent the result fro direct U-Net,
whereas CNN + Prop represents after we do some basic label propagation mentioned in
the original topology extraction paperKhanal et al. (2022). We are very close in DRIVE
dataset in BACC, whereas better in Sensitivity. Similarly, for INSPIRE-AV dataset, we
have the state of the art result with 0.924 BACC vs 0.91 by Ma et al. Ma et al. (2020). We
can see similar comparable results in LES dataset as well.

Figure 5.3: AVR Sample: Left image is the extracted topology graph with Artery-Vein label. Right
is the region of 1 × D to 1.5 × D from the optic disc center, where D being diameter of the optic
disc. We take six most wide Arteries and Veins and take the ratio.
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5.4.3

Artery-Vein ratio

We have also calculated Artery-Vein ratio in INSPIRE-AVR datasetNiemeijer et al. (2011a);
Tang et al. (2011). It was the only dataset with ground-truth available. We calculated
AVR for all images and compared against two human graders, as shown in the table 5.3. We
obtained the average error of 0.65±0.058 with the referenced grader, whereas 0.059±0.059 on
the second observer. Compared to the only existing work on the same dataset by Niemeijer
et al. Niemeijer et al. (2011b), we have achieved same statistics, but with our approach we
have gotten 33 out of 40 images with less than 0.01 error with the reference observer, which
was 32 in the before-mentioned work. The Bland Altman plot in figure 5.4 compares the
result of our automated system with a reference manual labels , and a second observer. We
can see the mean difference between the AVR between the referenced and second observer are
close to 0, and almost 0 for the ones with error < 0.1 in second row, figure 5.4 indicating no
substantial bias in automated system’s result, and that of the second observer. We can also
see a comparable inclusion within 95% confidence range(dotted lines) between the automated
system, and the second observer.

5.4.4

Vessel tortuosity

We have only found a handful of paper that worked in calculating retinal vessel tortuosity.
Ramos et al. presented a work on tortuosity measurement but the dataset was not publicly
Ramos et al. (2019). Thus, having no any reference to compare our results against, we
simply have plotted the caliber of tortuoisty in the fundus image so that we can visually
asses it(figure 5.5). The tortuosity is scaled from 0 − 1 with 0 being a non-torturous, and 1
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being highly tortourus vessel.
Our automated system
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Figure 5.4: Bland-Altman plot shows the agreement between automated system, and the referenced values(left), and agreement between the referenced observer and the second observer. The
dotted line shows 95% limits of agreement. Top row is the comparison on the full dataset, whereas
bottom one is the images with AVR error < 0.1 (33 out of 40 images), and 20 images error < 0.05.

Figure 5.5: Tortuosity in INSPIRE-AVR dataset
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Table 5.3: AVR result in INSPIRE result
File

Reference

System

Error

Obs. 2

Error2

image1.jpg
image2.jpg
image3.jpg
image4.jpg
image5.jpg
image6.jpg
image7.jpg
image8.jpg
image9.jpg
image10.jpg
image11.jpg
image12.jpg
image13.jpg
image14.jpg
image15.jpg
image16.jpg
image17.jpg
image18.jpg
image19.jpg
image20.jpg
image21.jpg
image22.jpg
image23.jpg
image24.jpg
image25.jpg
image26.jpg
image27.jpg
image28.jpg
image29.jpg
image30.jpg
image31.jpg
image32.jpg
image33.jpg
image34.jpg
image35.jpg
image36.jpg
image37.jpg
image38.jpg
image39.jpg
image40.jpg

0.7
0.63
0.7
0.65
0.78
0.65
0.67
0.64
0.69
0.56
0.64
0.76
0.57
0.62
0.64
0.68
0.52
0.62
0.67
0.71
0.57
0.72
0.66
0.65
0.56
0.73
0.64
0.63
0.72
0.59
0.75
0.53
0.61
0.65
0.74
0.69
0.82
0.93
0.61
0.74

0.641
0.691
0.676
0.633
0.77
0.553
0.57
0.686
0.583
0.608
0.727
0.634
0.646
0.572
0.622
0.694
0.46
0.448
0.64
0.67
0.511
0.67
0.69
0.68
0.569
0.728
0.711
0.678
0.786
0.543
0.868
0.591
0.602
0.668
0.573
0.621
0.755
0.805
0.63
0.421

0.058
0.061
0.023
0.016
0.009
0.096
0.099
0.046
0.106
0.048
0.087
0.125
0.076
0.047
0.017
0.014
0.059
0.171
0.029
0.039
0.058
0.049
0.03
0.03
0.009
0.001
0.071
0.048
0.066
0.046
0.118
0.061
0.007
0.018
0.166
0.068
0.064
0.124
0.02
0.318

0.71
0.68
0.65
0.64
0.75
0.65
0.65
0.71
0.76
0.85
0.74
0.75
0.62
0.58
0.61
0.68
0.45
0.63
0.63
0.62
0.58
0.76
0.69
0.64
0.49
0.61
0.63
0.68
0.7
0.61
0.75
0.61
0.59
0.61
0.64
0.62
0.79
0.76
0.64
0.62

0.068
0.011
0.026
0.006
0.02
0.096
0.079
0.023
0.176
0.241
0.012
0.115
0.026
0.007
0.012
0.014
0.01
0.181
0.01
0.05
0.068
0.089
0.0
0.04
0.079
0.118
0.081
0.001
0.086
0.066
0.118
0.018
0.012
0.058
0.066
0.001
0.034
0.045
0.009
0.198

Mean
STD
Min
Max

0.666
0.079
0.079
0.93

0.641
0.093
0.093
0.868

0.065
0.058
0.001
0.318

0.66
0.077
0.077
0.85

0.059
0.059
0.0
0.241
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5.5

Discussion

Most of the research on retinal image analysis focuses on vessel segmentation, Artery-Vein
classification, optic disk segmentation, and topology estimation. There are very few research
works that solely focus on features like AV ratio, vessel tortuosity. Those ones that did
have either private dataset used Ramos et al. (2019), or patches on parts of the vesselsChen
et al. (2020). Our work, however, proposes a complete vascular extraction and feature
calculation framework. Moreover, we have shown that a completely extracted topology is
a better input for Artery-Vein classification in table 5.2. The results yielded are Artery or
Vein labels assigned to each nodes of the topology, which can be a very strong prior for other
down stream tasks like label propagation, vessel traversal and measurements as shown in the
results above.

5.6

Conclusion and Future work

We have advanced the research on retinal vessel analysis in the correct direction by extracting the most useful features–Artery-Vein ratio, and vascular tortuosity. The topology
extracted by our technique is benefited by AV classification, AV-ratio calculation, and vessel
tortuosity measurement as shown in this paper. We strongly believe that we can extract
other vasculature based features from the same topology. There are various path we can
take beyond this; We can use these features to computationally asses the pathologies in the
eye. We can also extract further more features and do similar analysis.
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6 | CONCLUSION

This thesis presents a clean progression of work that leads to extraction of crucial abnormalities in color retinal fundus images. Chapter 3 focuses on simple yet robust vessel segmentation that works really good with fainter vessels, chapter 4 uses the prior work to extract
vessel structure as a graph bestowing huge analysis possibilities. Furthermore, chapter 5
shows that we can use such topology to do better Artery-Vein label prediction, and extract
two of the most well studied vessel abnormalities; artery-vein ratio, and vessel tortuosity.
We strongly believe that one can extract any vascular features from the extracted tppology.
While most of the research being focused on vessel segmentation, Artery-Vein classification,
we believe that this work collectively advances the automated yet explainable diagnosis of
retinal diseases to new frontiers.
,
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